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DISCLAIMER 

 

 

The information given in this book should not be treated as a 
substitute for qualified psychological or medical advice. Neither the 
author nor the publisher can be held responsible for any loss or claim 
arising out of the use, or misuse of the suggestions made or the 
failure to take medical advice. This book is designed to provide 
parents and caregivers a variety of ideas and suggestions. The author 
is not a doctor or a psychologist and the information in this book is 
the author’s opinion unless otherwise stated. This material is 
presented without any warranty or guarantee of any kind, expressed 
or implied. The case studies and quotes included in this book are 
based on real life experiences of individuals and families and names 
have been changed to protect their privacy. 
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FOREWORD 

 

 

ow much sleep does a newborn or an infant need? I found 
myself asking this question numerous times during the first 

three months since our newborn baby came home. For my husband 
and I, putting our baby Elizabeth to sleep and having a routine for 
her was a whole new experience. She was cranky most of the time 
and despite our efforts of singing all the nursery rhymes, rocking her, 
bouncing her, or patting her, she would not stay asleep for longer 
than 30 minutes during the day. She was also up every hour at night 
and later on insisted on being carried to sleep throughout the night. 
As new parents, we were distressed and exhausted from the 
contradicting advices from family and friends, in addition to the 
short catnaps and sleepless nights. 

Zoe was the best decision my husband and I made for Elizabeth. I am 
deeply thankful to Zoe for her efforts and confidence that sleep 
training my four-month-old daughter would work when I was on the 
brink of giving up. 8 months down the road, Elizabeth is consistently 
taking 1.5-hour naps two times a day, and having 12 hours of 
uninterrupted night sleep. My husband and I got our couple time 
back, our life back, and most importantly our baby who wakes up 
happily every single time. 

H 
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Zoe has now produced this wonderful compilation of her experiences 
and expertise for all those with babies and young children. If you 
need or want to understand infant sleep patterns, ways to nurture 
healthy sleep habits and how to start and persist with sleep training 
for your child, Zoe will equip you with the best knowledge so you will 
feel confident with raising a child who can fall asleep independently. 

I hope this book will serve as a great introduction especially to new 
parents on understanding the importance of fostering healthy 
sleeping habits for their infant from day 1. I also hope it will inspire 
all parents to be aware of the significance of putting infant sleep as a 
priority. Regardless if you are a soon-to-be parent, a parent with a 
newborn, a struggling parent of a child with poor sleeping habits, this 
book is a one size fits all. Lastly, I would like to extend my 
appreciation and gratitude to Zoe for giving my husband and I a 
well-rested and cheerful baby.  

As Zoe always says, “When your baby masters good sleeping habits, 
you will be ready for more children.” I couldn’t agree more. 

Rebecca Lee, mother of 11 months old baby girl. 
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AUTHOR’S NOTE 

 

 

 was 26 when I had my twins in New Zealand and like most first 
time parents, I had not known what to expect. From the minute I 

brought them home from the hospital, I knew I needed some serious 
help. In the space of a few moments my world turned upside down 
and I was no longer just Zoe. I became a mother who is responsible 
for the two little angels that gazed up at me as if I were their whole 
world. 

Like most expectant moms, I had been completely focused on my 
pregnancy. I read many books on my developing babies, how they 
were growing, the different stages of pregnancy, and even the kind of 
exercises I should be doing to get ready for labour. It never once (not 
once) occurred to me, to read books on what to do once my babies 
were here. Well sure, I did read about how to care for my babies, how 
to feed them, burp them and even change them, but I really wished 
someone had told me when I was pregnant, how to settle a baby to 
sleep. 

From the day I had them, my twins depended on me 100% and I 
loved them more than I ever thought possible. They changed my life 
in so many ways, but it wasn’t long before I knew I needed some me-
time too. 

I 
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Life with a newborn is challenging and the first few weeks seem to 
pass by in a blur of activity. You are busy ALL the time, changing, 
feeding, bathing, and burping and the bigger your baby gets the more 
their demands grow until eventually one day you look in the mirror 
and realize that the reason you look like an extra from ‘The Walking 
Dead’ is because you have not slept properly in months. 

As it is for every parent, so it was for me, except that I was even more 
tired than most because my twins were double trouble! 

I struggled to get both of my twins to sleep for the first couple of 
months. I remember having many sleepless nights as one twin woke 
up, needing to be fed, and then the other woke up an hour later, 
crying for his milk too. I felt like a zombie. Sleep was so precious to 
me and it felt like days or weeks since I had slept at all. It was getting 
to the point that I couldn’t concentrate on anything; my twins were 
controlling the sleeping pattern of everyone in my house. 

That was all about to change one fine day. 

My journey of sleep training began when a friendly neighbour of 
mine, Vania (who has two kids herself), noticed my struggles and 
probably my tired eyes. She told me to read some sleep training 
books, to help bring order to my babies’ day. To be honest, I wasn’t 
even sure what the term sleep training meant but I wanted to find 
out!  

I finally had a plan and within weeks I had started pouring myself 
into countless sleep training books, to try and figure out how to get 
my twins to fall asleep on their own, stay asleep and sleep through 
the night. All the sleep issues I was having with my twins, night 
waking, short naps and routine issues were doubled!  
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I must admit, it was rough for the first few months, but I finally 
figured out the perfect system for my babies. Once I figured it all out, 
it was a huge turning point for my sanity and my whole family’s well-
being. A lot of my friends were amazed and started asking me for 
advice on how to settle their babies and get them to sleep throughout 
the night. A few years later, along came my third baby and by this 
time I had developed a sixth sense for what babies need to learn to 
sleep successfully. I started out being known as the sleep training 
guru among my friends and families. So, I turned my passion into my 
business, helping many sleep deprived families get back their well-
deserved rest.  

 

My twins, Brayden and Dylan at 7 months old 

If you are picking this book up while you are still pregnant, 
congratulations! You are one step ahead of the rest and you are 

definitely more organized than I was!  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

aving a baby is one of the most exciting events of anyone's life. 
Just ask any parents you know and they will tell you the same 

thing, they love their child so much so that the child becomes central 
to their very existence. We get lost in the parenting wonderland. First 
by preparing for our baby’s arrival, dressing up the nursery and 
buying all the gear, which we think will be necessary for when the 
baby is finally here. We attend antenatal classes; learn how to prepare 
our bodies for labor, to breastfeed and how to change the baby’s 
diaper when they poop and pee. We all know when our little one 
arrives; our whole world will not be the same anymore. But little do 
we know that life can be hard after having a baby. Life as you know it 
will never be the same again. But shouldn't this sweet little blessing 
from God bring you much joy and love?  

 

H 
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Over the years, I have met many parents just like me, clueless as to 
what life can bring with a baby. You start with high hopes and the 
best intentions to love and nurture your children only to see your 
dreams of a beautiful family reduced to a nightmare of survival. And 
it all started when your baby began refusing to sleep. 

Your baby is here and suddenly your world has changed and you 
have no idea what awaits you. You carry your little bundle of joy with 
so much pride, love and joy; you can't wait to show them off to the 
world. From the moment you step out of the hospital and take your 
baby home, you know your life will change instantly.  

This little human being needs you now, constantly. Like it or not, 
your precious child needs your love and attention. I am not going to 
lie; the first three months will be the most challenging time of your 
life. More than anything, you are trying to recover physically from 
your pregnancy and birth while adapting to the needs of your new 
baby. If you are expecting that uninterrupted sleep you have been 
waiting for, since the last stages of your pregnancy, you will be sorely 
disappointed. You can most definitely kiss goodbye any fantasies you 
have been having about sleep at this stage. 

Being brought up in the traditional Asian parenting style, my mom 
always taught me not to let my baby cry. She could not stand hearing 
the sound of crying, and when she was helping me out during the 
confinement period, she would constantly tell me not to let the baby 
cry. That is the mentality of Asian parents. They somehow believe 
that a baby should never be left to cry ever. It will cause them a lot 
more harm than good. The moment babies start fussing; they would 
pick them up immediately.  How many times have you heard this 
from your mom or mom-in-law? 
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“Pick him up, don't let him cry!  

Why don't you feed him, maybe he is hungry!” 

Before you know it, your baby has become so overweight and heavy 
that you can't even see his neck anymore because every time he opens 
his mouth, someone feeds him. This is probably not a bad thing, 
since chubby babies are especially cute, but it can create oral fixations 
and over eating in the future! 

As a new parent, it can be difficult at times to work out what your 
baby is telling you - is she hungry, warm, thirsty, uncomfortable, 
overtired or just protesting? 

In the early days, when you still haven’t learned to work out your 
baby’s needs, the crying can be upsetting. However, with a proper 
routine and schedule, you will gradually begin to recognise your 
baby's different crying patterns, and as you get to know her better 
you will be able to anticipate her needs more easily. It is important to 
distinguish our baby’s cries and it matters how we respond to their 
cries.  

WHY THIS IS THE ONLY SLEEP BOOK FOR YOU 

There are hundreds of sleep books available and thousands of articles 
talking about sleep. Most books I have read are just long, complicated 
and contradictory from each other. I want my book to be short, 
simple and to the point. I hope that this book will be a source of 
guidance for all the parents out there who are struggling with their 
child’s sleep. I have gotten many feedbacks from my clients over the 
years that there is very Iittle information about sleep from antenatal 
classes and healthcare providers. Most of them would cover the 
importance of breastfeeding, how to look after a newborn and so on 
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but sleep is barely touched upon. So most new parents would think 
that when a baby is tired, she would just sleep. 

This book aims to fill that gap. I want you to learn that sleep is not 
that complicated and that you can achieve a good night’s sleep for 
you and your precious baby if you foster healthy sleep habits right 
from the start. Well if you didn’t start early, then I also want you to 
know it’s never too late to start prioritizing healthy sleep habits for 
your baby. This book will also be able to teach you facts about baby 
and sleep that you didn’t know before. I want you to know that a 
baby with healthy sleep habits is a happy and contented baby 
compared to a child who’s not getting enough sleep and getting junk 
sleep. If you won’t offer your baby junk food, why would you offer 
your baby junk sleep? 

Healthy food = healthy body, healthy sleep = healthy baby.  

How do I know so much about children and sleep? Well I am very 
blessed and proud to be a mother of four children whom I adore 
everyday. This motherhood journey is never a smooth and easy ride 
but I would not do it with anyone else but with my precious 4. My 
twins, Brayden and Dylan who are also my first two kids, got me into 
this baby sleep business due to their refusal to go to sleep and stay 
asleep. They are now coming to 12 years old and leading me soon to 
the unchartered territory of parenting teenagers. And there’s my 
third child, 7-year-old Callum and last but not least my soon to be 2-
year-old little princess, Alyssa. As first-time parents, my husband and 
I did not know anything about putting babies to sleep. We made a lot 
of assumptions, which were poorly conceived, and I guess we were 
just reacting to the circumstances or sleep situation at that time 
rather than being proactive and being in charged. 5 years on, with my 
third baby Callum I was more prepared and knew what to do to get 
him to sleep well. However, I waited till he was 4 months old before I 
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started sleep training as we had quite a number of visitors and we 
had been traveling a lot when he was a newborn. With my baby girl, 
Alyssa, I was well and truly prepared as I was already helping so 
many tired families get back their sleep through my simple 5 steps 
system. I fostered healthy sleep habits for Alyssa from the moment I 
brought her back from the hospital and it was truly the best decision 
I ever made for her. I guess some may say I saved the best for last! I 
think it was just that I have gained more wisdom over the years and I 
have discovered many wonderful, practical and effective sleep 
solutions to a variety of sleep issues. As a mother, author and baby 
sleep expert, I take pleasure in sharing my personal experience, 
research and expertise with you in hopes that you will get well rested 
nights too for you and your baby just like I have for my family. 

I sincerely believe that all babies are capable of self-settling. It’s really 
our job as parents to guide them towards that path. I know when you 
are sleep deprived and tired beyond words, it’s hard to focus let alone 
finish the entire book while juggling a crying and overtired baby. I 
want you to be able to read this book quickly and easily, as the topics 
discussed will be relevant to the age group of your baby. Knowledge 
is power. If you understand the basic science of sleep, you are then in 
a better position to help your baby.  

Babies are only capable of learning what we teach them. Helping 
your baby discover the art of self-settling is the best gift you can give 
to your child. Especially if you do it right from the start, then it 
would be much easier for you and your baby. Trust me! I fostered 
healthy sleep habits for my fourth child and sleep came so easy for 
her, there was no controlled crying needed. In fact, I believe the 
kindest thing you can do for your baby is to teach her to self-settle 
from day 1. If you never let go of the bike, your child will never learn 
to ride the bike. The same goes for sleep, if you never let go of 
helping your child to fall asleep, either by rocking or nursing your 
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baby to sleep, your child will never be able to fall asleep on her own 
without your help. 

I cannot guarantee that any baby will sleep continuously overnight 
without stirring. I will not guarantee that your baby will be sleeping 
through the night once they are 3 months and above. All babies have 
natural sleep cycles and may stir throughout the night, even have 
periods of ‘awake’ time; this is also the case once they are good 
sleepers. However, because they will be able to self soothe, your input 
in this awake time will be minimal as they will be happy being awake 
and then go to sleep by themselves once tired. Your baby may also 
experience growth spurt at some stage of their baby year and this is 
normal too.  

I want you to know that my advice is not only coming from my 
experience as a professional baby sleep consultant who has helped 
hundreds of babies but also first hand from teaching my own 
children, all 4 of them, with differing personalities and temperament 
including a set of twins.  

 

“The best gift you can give to your child is the art of self-settling.” 
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MY SLEEP PHILOSOPHY 

I have often been asked: What is my sleep philosophy? What kind of 
methods do I use? Quite often I would tell them that getting the baby 
to sleep well is like solving a jigsaw puzzle. There are many pieces of 
the puzzle that need to be looked at to see how they all fit together. 
As an experienced sleep consultant, I can see the bigger picture and I 
know what babies need to sleep well and through the night. As a 
parent, you know your baby better and you know that piece of the 
puzzle best! That is why, together, we can work to solve this puzzle 
and it is really important that you choose sleep methods that you feel 
the most comfortable with. 

 

I strongly encourage you to go with the flow in those first few weeks, 
while your body and mind recover from the journey of pregnancy 
and birth. This will allow you to get to know your bundle of joy, and 
establishing your feeding, especially if you are breastfeeding. Many 
people have mistaken sleep training as something that follows a strict 
routine, an idea that was probably made popular by Gina Ford, who 
closely follows a strict timing for baby. Some prefer attachment 
parenting, made popular by Dr. William Sears, and believe that a 
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baby should be encouraged to feed on demand and be attached at the 
hip of the parents all throughout the day by ‘baby wearing’. 
Personally, I believe if it is not broken, don’t fix it. If you don’t see a 
problem of having your baby follow a strict routine, or a baby who 
needs to be attached to you all day and all night, then by all means 
keep doing what works for you and your family. But if neither of 
these parenting philosophies works well for you, and you find 
yourself struggling and falling deeper into that rabbit hole, then 
perhaps it’s time to re-evaluate your situation and seek help. My 
approach aims to adopt a solution that is blended with common 
sense, gentle guidance, consistency and practical friendly advice for 
all. 

QUICK START GUIDE 

SLEEP SUPERNANNY’S 5 SIMPLE STEPS TO A BETTER 
NIGHT’S SLEEP 

My Quick Start Guide is a brief summary to get you on the right 
track straight away! If you don’t have time to read the entire book, 
then this section is designed to help you gain a better idea of what 
your baby needs and how you and your baby can get a better night’s 
sleep. Follow these 5 Steps and you will be well on your way to 
achieve your ideal results. To get your quick and important sleep tips 
you may also refer to Part Eight: Key Sleep Tips. 

 

1. Science of sleep: Sleep is very important for both you and 
your baby, as there are numerous negative effects relating to 
sleep deprivation. We all know what it’s like to feel grumpy 
after not getting a good night’s sleep! For your baby there are 
vital growth hormones that are released during sleep that 
assist in ensuring proper brain and physical development. 
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Sleep deprivation can result in a suppression of the growth 
hormone, which can also lead to slower learning, frustration 
and crankiness. Studies have also shown that there is a large 
overlap between sleep deprivation and Attention Deficit 
Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD). A child who may have been 
diagnosed with ADHD may not necessarily have ADHD, but 
he or she may just be displaying symptoms of sleep 
deprivation, which are very similar to the symptoms of 
ADHD. It is important to make sure your baby gets the right 
amount of sleep to allow them the chance for a full and 
healthy development.  
 
Sleep deprivation is also a very serious issue for you, as the 
parent. It impairs your brain functions, creates a decline in 
memory storage and slows down your reaction times. You 
may find yourself wondering why you are experiencing 
difficulty solving problems, multitasking and regulating 
emotions when running on little sleep. These are all obstacles 
that may lead to postnatal depression, so it is very important 
for you to stay on top of your sleep! 
 
So, what regulates our ability to sleep? Two key hormones, 
melatonin and cortisol, control our capability to sleep 
properly; an imbalance in either will unfortunately result in 
irregular sleeping patterns. Melatonin, which is produced in 
darkness, regulates sleep by telling the body it’s nighttime. 
You can improve your ability to fall asleep by reducing screen 
time before bedtime and focus on keeping your melatonin 
levels high. Cortisol is a hormone that our body has to allow 
us to stay awake during the day. Unfortunately, this hormone 
is created in higher amounts when the body is overtired and 
sleep deprived. So when your child is not getting enough naps 
and having a broken sleep at night, their body will produce a 
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lot more cortisol, making it harder for them to fall asleep 
easily or stay asleep. You can try to keep your baby’s cortisol 
levels low by giving them ample amount of daytime naps, 
which will assist in reducing regular night waking and early 
rising. 
 
Now, to get to the question that is on every parent’s mind – 
why is my baby not sleeping well? The simple answer to that 
is because your baby relies on sleep props to fall asleep. If you 
have been letting your child fall asleep consistently without 
rocking, feeding, bouncing or patting, then I am quite certain 
you will not have any issues getting your baby to sleep well. 
Knowing your child’s natural sleep cycle will assist you in 
understanding why your baby really needs to learn to fall 
asleep on their own. A child who can self settle will be able to 
connect to the next sleep cycle on their own as well, allowing 
them to have good solid naps and sleep through the night. 
For further information on the mysterious science behind 
sleep refer to Part One: The Science Behind Sleep. 
 
 

2. Sleep Environment: Anyone who has ever had their sleep 
affected by noise or discomfort knows how important it is to 
create a comfortable sleep environment for your baby to 
ensure they will be able to have a restful sleep. Your baby 
should sleep where it is safest, in their own cot, in a quiet, 
dark room with minimal distractions. If you like you can keep 
a limited number of comfort toys, such as a blankie in the cot. 
If you want to keep an eye on your baby without disrupting 
their natural sleeping cycles look into installing a video 
monitor; a quiet and easy solution to monitor how your baby 
is sleeping! For further information on creating the ideal sleep 
environment refer to Part One: Safe Sleep Environment. 
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3. Schedule/Routine: Babies thrive on routine and structure, 
however they can get easily over stimulated, and as a result 
they become tired quickly. When the tired signs are 
overlooked, babies will actually fight the fatigue by producing 
a stimulating chemical, which causes a hyper alert state, 
preventing easy entry into sleep, or the ability to sleep for 
long periods. This is why overtired children can appear 
‘wired’, unable to fall asleep easily, or stay asleep. Babies enjoy 
predictability, so talking to your baby and using keywords 
will act as a beneficial part of a routine.  
 
If I can give you one important piece of advice, please 
remember that babies love routine! It is important to establish 
a repetitious schedule, such as the EASY cycle: Eat, Activity, 
Sleep, Your time. Make sure you don’t feed your baby to 
sleep; instead you should encourage full feeding once your 
baby is awake. Keep in mind to also watch the clock and take 
note of the times corresponding to when your child wakes up, 
and once the ‘sleepy cues’ start showing. If you are able to 
maintain a sleep and feed log for these times it will assist you 
in sustaining an effective routine. Order and repetition are 
the keys to sleep success! 
 
When our babies are tired, they do everything they can to let 
us know! Keep an eye out for ‘sleepy cues’ such as decreased 
activity, being less vocal, and appearing drowsy and 
disinterested in their surroundings. Babies may rub their eyes, 
bury their face into your chest and appear calmer when they 
are entering a tired zone. For further information on creating 
an effective routine refer to Part Two: The Importance of 
Routine. 
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4. Sleep Plan: Generally, experts believe that once your child is 
3 months of age or older, weighs at least 6 kgs then he or she 
is ready to start sleeping through the night. Your baby should 
be in reasonably good health in order for you to implement a 
sleep plan. It’s not a good idea to start a sleep plan if you are 
organizing a holiday in the near future, as your child will be 
out of their comfort zone and their routine may be out of 
sync. If possible try your best to stay at home at least 3-4 days, 
or ideally a week when implementing the sleep plan. You 
want to maintain consistency and a schedule for your baby, so 
they know what to expect, and can adjust to the new sleep 
plan. 
 
The first component of a sleep plan is getting your child to go 
to bed early. This ensures that your child is able to go to bed 
before becoming overtired and miserable, or too hyperactive. 
You can start by trying an earlier bedtime between 6.30-
8.00pm; however, keep in mind that bedtimes do not have to 
be set in stone. This is all part of trial and error, so find a 
bedtime that works best for your child. For example, if you 
had gone out for the entire day and your baby only manage to 
catnap on the go, try to give your baby early bedtime like 
6.30pm or 6pm even as your baby may be overtired from all 
the outdoor stimulation and poor naps.  
 
The second component is creating a fun and relaxing bedtime 
routine, helping your child naturally transition from day to 
night. As babies thrive on predictability, having a nightly 
consistent bedtime routine 20-30 minutes long that is 
soothing and pleasant will increase melatonin, easily sending 
your baby off into sleepy land. A good example of a bedtime 
routine would be 6.30pm; bath, 6.40pm; pajamas, 6.45pm; 
story time and lullabies, 7pm; into the cot wide awake. Try 
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this sleep plan out and see how it works for your child! For 
further information on creating your own sleeping plan refer 
to Part 3, 4 or 5 depending on your child’s age.  
 
 

5. Self-Settling Techniques: The final step of my sleep system is 
to allow your child to learn the art of self-settling, which is the 
key to ensuring that they are able to fall asleep without any 
assistance. Removing sleep props and distractions, including 
your own regular attendance and comfort will encourage 
your baby to fall back asleep on their own. This may be 
difficult at first, having to deny your own natural instinct of 
running to your baby the minute they start crying, but trust 
me, there’s a reason for this “Pause”, which is what French 
parents would do instinctively. 
 
‘The Pause’ is the French style of parenting, which has 
documented a majority of babies sleeping through the night 
by 2 months old. French parents observe their babies; when 
their child wakes or makes a noise, instead of immediately 
going into respond, they give them a few minutes to self-
settle. In the book Bringing Up Bébé, author Pamela 
Druckerman shares the wisdom of French parenting; “One 
reason for pausing is that young babies make a lot of 
movements while they’re sleeping. This is normal and fine. If 
parents rush in and pick the baby up every time he makes a 
peep, they’ll sometimes wake him up. Another reason for 
pausing is that babies wake up between their sleep cycles. It’s 
normal for them to cry a bit when they’re first learning to 
connect those cycles. If a parent automatically interprets this 
cry as a demand for food or a sign of distress and rushes in to 
soothe the baby, the baby will have a hard time learning to 
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connect the cycles on his own. That is, he’ll need an adult to 
come in and soothe him back to sleep at the end of each cycle.” 
 
There are two main options for encouraging self-settling, 
which I like to recommend to my clients. The first option 
involves you staying in the room as your baby learns to 
master the skills of self-settling, and gradually withdrawing 
yourself out of the bedroom eventually as days go by. When 
your baby wakes up in the middle of the night you wait a few 
minutes, if possible 10 minutes or more, and then respond. 
When babies reach a lighter part of their sleeping cycle they 
experience ‘partial arousal’, so it is important to wait before 
you respond immediately. If your baby is still crying after 
some time, then you can respond to their calls. You can 
return to your chair and don’t leave the room until they are 
back asleep. If you are not ready to end the night feed, then 
you may continue with giving your child the night feed, but 
do not nurse them back to sleep if possible. If you are ready to 
end the night feed then go ‘cold turkey’. 
 
The second option involves you leaving the room after the 
bedtime routine, checking on them once the predetermined 
amount of time is up (say 10 minutes), but then pausing to 
allow your child to self soothe. The 10-minute checking 
interval should really begin once your baby starts to cry. The 
crying is usually because they are frustrated, as you are not 
helping them fall asleep like you used to. Once the time is up, 
you go in and check on them, give them a kiss, tell them you 
love them and use sleepy keywords. One thing to remember is 
that if your baby pauses in cries longer than 3 seconds then 
you should reset the timer and wait for another 10 minutes. 
Pauses show that your baby is actually starting to become 
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sleepy and drowsy, and if you check on them too often, it may 
actually delay their ability to fall asleep sooner. 
New parents should keep in mind that crying for a baby is a 
natural part of their communication, and it is how we 
respond that is important. Magda Gerber (Founder of RIE – 
part of the respectful parenting family) explains how “Crying 
is the way a baby expresses her feelings and she should be 
allowed to do so. Rather than trying to stop your child from 
crying by distracting her, try to figure out why she is crying so 
that you are able to help her.” For further information refer to 
Part Four: Self-Settling Methods and Part Five: Self-
Settling Methods for Toddlers. 

So, there you have it, Sleep Supernanny’s 5 simple steps to a better 
night’s sleep! Being consistent is key in contributing to a successful 
sleep routine for your baby. I always tell my clients that learning to 
sleep well is a wonderful skill and it is the best lifelong gift that you 
can give to your child, along with creating a loving home with a well-
rested child, and well-rested parents. I hope this guide has been 
helpful in giving you a quick insight and overview into providing 
your child with better sleep! For more in-depth information, read on 
into each of the chapters, which further explore the foundations of 
the 5 steps. 
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PART ONE: SLEEP – IMPORTANT FACTS 

 

 

1. SAFETY FIRST 

o matter how tired you are, no matter how tempting the 
situation is to not wake up your sleeping baby on a sofa for 

example, please always make sure that above all else, you put your 
baby’s safety first. 

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is one of the main safety 
concerns of all parents. SIDS, sometimes called cot or crib death, is a 
major cause of death in babies usually between one to four months 
old. While SIDS is rare, it can still happen and it would be wise to 
always take steps to prevent this from happening. 

Many babies may sleep better and longer on their tummies. 
However, research has shown that babies who sleep on their tummies 
are more susceptible to SIDS. This is just a statistical percentage 
meaning not every baby who sleeps on her tummy will die of SIDS 
and avoiding tummy sleeping is not a 100% guarantee against SIDS. 
Nevertheless, it is important to know that back sleeping is safest for 
most. If you have any concerns, please discuss with your doctor 
about it. 

N 
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Follow these easy and free steps to help you reduce your baby’s risk 
of dying from SIDS: 

Safe Sleep Practices 

 Always place babies to sleep on their backs during naps and at 
nighttime. Because babies sleeping on their sides are more 
likely to accidentally roll onto their stomach, the side position 
is just as dangerous as the stomach position. 

 Avoid letting the baby get too hot. The baby could be too hot 
if you notice sweating, damp hair, flushed cheeks, heat rash, 
and rapid breathing. Dress the baby lightly for sleep. Set the 
room temperature in a range that is comfortable for a lightly 
clothed adult. 

Safe Sleep Environment 

 Place your baby on a firm mattress, covered by a fitted sheet 
that meets current safety standards. 

 Place the cot in an area that is always smoke-free. 
 Don’t place babies to sleep on adult beds, chairs, sofas, 

waterbeds, pillows, or cushions. 
 Toys and other soft bedding, including fluffy blankets, 

comforters, stuffed animals, bumper pads, and wedges should 
not be placed in the cot with the baby. Loose bedding, such as 
sheets and blankets, should not be used as these items can 
impair the infant’s ability to breathe if they are close to her 
face. 
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2. WHY IS SLEEP SO IMPORTANT? 

For You 

Not getting enough sleep is a huge problem for our body and mind. 
We become moody and irritable if we are tired. If we become 
excessively tired then our thoughts and even our emotions become 
impaired. 

This can cause problems within your family, with work or at school 
for other children in the household. It doesn’t matter how old your 
child is, if they aren’t sleeping well, that means neither are you, and 
that will slowly take its toll on everyone. You move from being tired, 
to being exhausted and soon you will do just about anything to get 
some sleep.  

Sleep deprivation can cause depression, short temper, guilt, mood 
swings, fatigue, lower levels of tolerance and concentration and 
higher levels of irritability and stress. It’s not uncommon for 
exhausted mothers to break down in tears of frustration, feeling 
helpless, after just one week of sleep deprivation. Quite often, a 
mother will end up fighting most of the nighttime battles all by 
herself, either because she’s nursing her child or because the father 
(partner) has to go off to work early every day. While it’s important 
for the working parent to be able to focus at work, it’s equally 
important for you to get enough sleep as well, because looking after a 
baby during the day is just as demanding! 

Everyone needs sleep. Whether you are a baby or a fully-grown adult, 
sleep is something we just can’t live without. Sleep is something we 
all spend a lot of time doing and yet most of us don’t really 
understand what sleep really is or why we seem to need so much of it. 
Experts suggest that adults need 8 hours of consolidated sleep to 
function well throughout the day. 
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I remembered when I was a teenager I didn’t need to sleep much. I 
was burning the midnight oil preparing for my exams and I didn’t 
sleep much at all as they drew near. But as I got older, I realized I 
couldn’t stay up so late anymore. And when my twins came I 
definitely missed my sleep a lot. 

It’s funny how when we are younger, we take sleep for granted - that 
is until we start not getting enough of it! 

Although everyone’s individual sleep needs vary, most healthy adults 
need an average of eight hours of sleep. Some can get away with only 
six hours, but seven to eight is the minimum time needed for most of 
us to function well. 

Despite what people may believe, the amount of sleep you need does 
not decrease as you get older but the amount of uninterrupted sleep 
you get will, particularly if you have children. 

So We Know That Everyone Needs Sleep…But Why? 

Without sleep your mood becomes unstable and you can jump 
quickly between hyperactivity and irritability, sometimes within 
seconds, and over the slightest cause. We are all guilty of being 
snappy with our loved ones when we are tired and it is widely 
accepted that people are grumpy and not nice to be around when 
they haven’t slept. 

But What Happens When You’re Tired And You Still For Some 
Reason Can’t Go To Sleep? 

The difference between being simply tired and completely exhausted 
is massive. If people have little or no sleep over a long period of time, 
irritability quickly becomes the least of their problems. 
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Interrupted sleep and exhaustion can have long-term effects on both 
your physical and mental well-being. As it happens when you are 
tired, exhaustion causes major mood swings but also heightened 
emotions, making you less reasonable and more prone to outbursts 
of anger and upset. Your ability to communicate socially is soon 
hampered by your mood, impatience and short-term memory loss. 

Exhaustion has been known to cause depression which in turn leads 
to insomnia and sets off a repeated pattern of sleepless nights, 
making the whole situation feel worse. 

There are hundreds of reasons you shouldn’t try to perform tasks 
when you are tired. It is a fact that overtiredness causes dizziness and 
can make even the simplest of tasks seem mind-boggling. 

Being sleep deprived myself for the first couple of months or so, 
when my twins were home from the hospital, I can testify first-hand 
how damaging it can be to your physical and emotional well-being. I 
was literally like a walking zombie and I was pretty certain I had baby 
blues too as I would get emotional and teary very easily even at the 
slightest issue. My poor husband had to bear the brunt of it all 
dealing with an emotionally wrecked and sleep deprived wife. 

For Your Baby 

Sleep is essential for the physical and mental development of your 
child. Research has shown that being well rested can have a 
significantly positive impact on a child’s wellbeing, in particular their 
behavior and ability to learn. Overtiredness on the other hand, can 
cause real problems. Lack of sleep has been linked with obesity, 
aggression, behavior problems, low IQ and poor memory. If a baby is 
not sleeping well it doesn’t only affect you and her, it affects everyone 
else living under your roof. 
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Studies have also proved that children who develop good sleep habits 
are less likely to experience sleep problems such as insomnia in adult 
life. When your baby sleeps well, you will see a dramatic 
improvement in their mood, appetite and behavior. 

Your Child’s Sleep Needs 

This chart shows the ‘average’ sleep needs of a baby and child. Please 
note that this is just a general guideline, as you know every baby is 
different. 

 

(Total amount in a 24 hour period) 
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3. THE SCIENCE BEHIND SLEEP 

Types Of Sleep 

Understanding that your baby naturally follows a particular sleep 
cycle is crucial to understanding her problems with falling asleep and 
staying that way. Like you, your baby goes through cycles of types of 
sleep, experiencing different stages from drowsiness to light sleep, 
then deep sleep followed by dream sleep. We can categorize sleep 
into two broad types: 
 

 
 

Non-REM Sleep (Non-Rapid Eye Movement) 

Non-REM sleep is a deep sleep where the brain rests, blood is 
released to the muscles, and tissue is grown or repaired. Hormones 
are released for growth and development. Deep sleep is the time 
when we grow and heal. A baby who is in deep sleep is hard to wake 
up and might feel quite drowsy when they do wake up.  
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REM Sleep (Rapid Eye Movement) 

Light sleep is when we dream. The body rests, extra blood is released 
to the brain and the baby processes what she has seen and heard 
during the day. Young babies spend a lot of time in REM sleep due to 
its developmental importance.  

That’s why it’s important that we teach our children to sleep through 
the night, so they can achieve a sufficient amount of both types of 
sleep to help with their development. 

Sleep Hormones 

There are two main hormones involved in promoting sleep and 
wakefulness. 

1. Melatonin 

Melatonin is known as the sleep hormone and it peaks in our body 
just before falling asleep telling our body it’s night time and that it’s 
time to go to bed. When we put our baby to sleep at night, it’s 
essential for the melatonin levels to be high. You can help to 
influence this by having a good predictable bedtime routine. A baby’s 
melatonin levels increase at around 3 months of age, so this is your 
real opportunity to establish a routine to teach your baby to sleep 
well. Even if you missed this window, don’t be despaired, as it’s never 
too late to foster healthy sleep habits. 

2. Cortisol 

Cortisol is known as the stress hormone, but actually it has an impact 
on our sleeping patterns. It is part of the reason that we wake up in 
the morning. The cortisol levels in our bloodstream peak around 
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8am and are at their lowest level between midnight and 4am. 
However, if your baby’s cortisol levels are high, he or she will find it 
difficult to fall asleep and stay asleep. That’s why it’s highly important 
you encourage good daytime naps to prevent night time wakings and 
early rising. When a person is not getting enough sleep for their age, 
their cortisol levels start to increase. So a sleep-deprived child may 
have elevated levels of cortisol. This can lead to early rising as their 
cortisol levels are peaking too soon.  

Another effect of too much cortisol in the body is that some children 
may appear hyperactive and ‘wired’. These children are actually 
overtired but their body is releasing cortisol or the second wind as a 
way to cope with their fatigue. Parents quite often mistaken this as 
their children are simply not tired and so would keep them awake for 
longer till they are ready to go to bed. 

“Overtired children are like having too much caffeine in the system. 
They want to sleep but they just can’t because their bodies just would 

not cooperate with their minds.” 

Understanding Your Child’s Sleep Cycles 

Like you, your baby sleeps in cycles too. During the newborn stages, 
these sleep cycles are short but by 3-4 months, the cycles lengthen 
and the sleep cycles pattern establish. During the day, your baby’s 
sleep cycle will be approximately 40 to 45 minutes and during night 
time, it will be around 90 minutes each cycle. The diagram explains 
your child’s natural sleep cycle and what happens during the 
different stages of their sleep cycle. 
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Your Child’s Natural Sleep Cycle 

 

By 3-4 months, your baby should be able to sleep for longer periods 
at night due to the following reasons: 

1. Melatonin levels increase from 3 months 
2. Her sleep cycles lengthen 
3. Her circadian rhythm (body clock) matures 

The circadian rhythm follows a 24-hour clock and it controls our 
physical, mental and behavioral changes. Our sleep wake cycles, 
hormone release, body temperature, rest, hunger and other activities 
are all influenced by our circadian rhythms. That’s why routine is so 
important to our babies and children as a predictable routine will 
help keep these rhythms in harmony. 

This is why you always hear that it’s better to start sleep training 
when the baby is 3-4 months old especially if you have not 
introduced any healthy sleep habits right from the start. 

From this magical age, your baby will be rousing approximately 60-
90 minutes during the night. Now it is normal for them to wake up 
regularly during the night but the key thing to note is that in order to 
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prevent them from fully waking, they need to have the ability to 
resettle themselves back to sleep again. It’s equally important that she 
finds herself in the same sleep condition she fell asleep at the start of 
the night. Having that security that “all is well” will be able to give her 
the confidence to drift back to sleep and only be fully awake if there 
are other needs like hunger or perhaps she may have done a poo. 

Common Sleep Scenarios That May Potentially Create A Sleep 
Problem 

Nursing Baby to Sleep 

The most common problem I come across as a sleep consultant is 
babies who have never learnt to fall asleep without a breast in their 
mouths. 

This is a popular method that most moms I know swear by and 
whether it was by choice or by accident, they end up using their 
breasts to settle their baby to sleep. This method certainly provides 
an easy way to settle your baby but the question is, does it help your 
baby learn healthy sleeping skills?  

Your baby snuggles close to you and you breastfeed her while she 
happily sucks away, her eyes close and she seems completely relaxed. 
As she slows down her sucking, you unlatch her from your nipple 
and ease her towards her cot, all the while praying to God that you 
don’t make the slightest noise. You lower her down keeping your 
fingers crossed that her little eyes stay closed and she continues to 
sleep peacefully. As you prepared to move away inch by torturous 
inch, your whole body on alert waiting for the slightest noise, your 
baby realizes she is no longer sucking and being held in the comfort 
of your arms and she shouts her annoyance. Then the whole vicious 
cycle begins again!  
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What happens when you are not there to nurse your baby to sleep? 
You can never guarantee your presence there all the time. What if 
there is an emergency? What if you needed to go back to work? This 
method that you have created not only makes your life difficult but it 
also makes it impossible for anyone to care for your child when you 
are not there. It also makes your baby rely on you every single time 
they go to sleep which does impact you and your baby’s relationships 
with other people in your household. Without you, your baby will 
fuss, cry and be a nightmare for other caregivers. 

Rocking and Cuddling Your Baby To Sleep 

If you always rock your baby to sleep, he will never get a chance to 
learn how to sleep alone and self-settle. Just like if you always carry 
him, he will never get a chance to learn how to crawl and therefore he 
will not walk. When rocking your baby becomes a regular night time 
routine, to help him get to sleep, it is a problem. It will really interfere 
with his ability to ever sleep alone. Using the rocking chair, putting a 
baby in the stroller and going for a car ride are all sleep props that we 
as parents introduce to our child to get them to sleep. These are all 
temporary solutions and are definitely not ideal in the long run. 

Are you still going to be rocking your child to sleep when they are 
two? 

I am by no means advocating leaving a sick, hurt or scared baby to 
cry. Common sense and knowing your baby’s personality should let 
you know the difference between a healthy child and a sick child. 
Never ignore your baby if he is unwell. But if your baby is healthy, 
has been well fed, burped, and had his diapers changed then he 
should be able to fall asleep on his own without any sleep props. It’s 
not your job to make your baby sleep. He needs to learn that on his 
own. 
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Sleeping with Your Baby 

This is another form of attachment parenting that introduced the 
idea of a family bed or co sleeping. A friend of mine who is pro 
attachment parenting swears by this method. Her toddler girls sleep 
with her and have done so since they were babies. I have nothing 
against parents who co-sleep with their children. Each to their own, 
as I always say. Some experts believe co sleeping creates a peaceful 
and seemingly secured sleep environment with the mothers 
breathing pattern lulling her baby into a deep and relaxing sleep. I 
always advise my clients if you are going to co-sleep with your baby 
then please discuss this plan with your husband as well. Every 3 
months, reassess the situation and see if the sleeping arrangement is 
still working out for all parties. If yes, then by all means keep the 
arrangement. However, I do like to ask their plans for what happens 
when their child needs to transition to her own bed? As expected, 
their response is that their child will need to be first settled with 
either mom or dad in the room until she falls asleep and then she will 
be moved into her own bed. 

Why rob your child and yourself of a healthy and good night’s sleep 
when you can encourage healthy sleep patterns right from the start? 

The Ideal Scenario for Your Baby 

Instead of choosing all the props here, think about the long-term 
repercussions of this. It may help you in the short run, but it will 
create unnecessary stress for you in the long run. Train your child the 
right way from the start and it will save you having to retrain your 
child later on when they have developed their personality and have 
become more set in their ways. Implementing a new routine for a 
three-year-old is a lot more difficult than implementing a routine for 
a baby, and it will distress your child even more. 
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Imagine putting your baby into her cot awake after you have done 
your bedtime routine. She falls asleep on her own without your help. 
She might cry a little. This is perfectly normal. It’s her way of 
unwinding before she sleeps. It’s just her releasing the stress built up 
over the day. When she has some partial arousal between sleep 
cycles, just like us adults tossing and turning and then resettling 
again, she will find herself in the same cot just as when she fell asleep. 
She would feel safe and secure and connect to the next sleep cycle on 
her own. She may whine, fuss and cry in between her sleep cycles but 
this is very normal. Don’t rush to pick her up to soothe her right 
away. If you can, please wait for the magical 10 minutes. 

Care for your baby, love her and cuddle her when she is awake, but 
when it is time to sleep, put her down in her own cot and let her fall 
asleep on her own just like we do. You are giving her the best gift 
ever, the gift of self-settling because that is the key to good sleep. 

 

“Train your child the right way from the start.” 
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PART TWO: HOW TO TEACH MY BABY TO 
SLEEP 

 

 

hink back the moment when you were still at the hospital. Your 
newborn baby cried and you picked her up to feed her. Once you 

are done feeding, you put her back into the hospital’s cot. Your baby 
fell asleep without your help. Somehow along the way, after you 
brought your baby home from the hospital, things begin to change. 
Your baby cries and you feed the baby, and you try putting her to 
sleep but she doesn’t settle, so you feed her again until she sleeps. 
Then after she wakes up crying, you feed her and after a while she 
still cries. Then you rocked her and cuddled her since she didn’t want 
to be fed anymore. Finally, she slept. Eternal bliss until she wakes up 
again.  

T 
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Falling asleep is a learnt behavior. Your child is only capable of 
learning what you teach them. Getting your child to master the art of 
self-settling is not hard especially when you start her young. You can 
do this easily if you give her the opportunity to learn to self-soothe. If 
you help her fall asleep at every nap and bedtime, then you are 
essentially not helping her at all. She will always be relying on you to 
fall asleep either by feeding, rocking or patting. When you finally 
decide to undo this habit, it can be distressing as there might be a lot 
of protest and tears from her because she doesn’t like this new 
routine that you are introducing. The good news is, your baby is very 
smart and adaptable, so a short-term fix can easily become a long-
term habit that she will readily adapt. 

“Falling asleep is a learnt behavior. Your child is only capable of 
learning what you teach them.” 

NOT SO GREAT SLEEP ASSOCIATIONS OR SLEEP 
PROPS 

 Feeding to sleep 
 Rocking 
 Patting 
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 Cuddling 
 Pacifier 
 Hammock or yao lan 
 Car rides/stroller 

All of the above are external sleep props that your baby relies on to 
fall asleep. When your baby starts associating all these sleep props in 
order for sleep to come, then it’s highly likely that your baby is not 
sleeping well and through the night even after 6 months. When your 
baby needs all these sleep props to connect to the next cycles, then 
they would actually cry out in between sleep cycles or often in the 
middle of the night repeatedly and they would need your help to get 
them to connect to the next cycle. Most of the time mommies I have 
met would tell me they nurse their babies to sleep and most of them 
looked exhausted because they are simply doing double duties. Not 
only are their bosoms providing nutrition to their infants, but they 
are also being used as sleep props! Don’t allow your breast to become 
a long-term sleep prop. It’s just too exhausting for you physically and 
mentally.  

“Don’t allow your breast to become a long-term sleep prop. It’s just too 
exhausting for you physically and mentally.” 

CREATE POSITIVE SLEEP ASSOCIATION 

Introduce A Comforter Or A Sleeping Buddy 

If your child is a visual learner, then the moment your baby sees a 
blankie or small soft toy, she will start to associate that with going to 
sleep. Get your baby to caress it, rub it or grab it or simply put it next 
to her. I used a blankie called Cuski and my baby would grab hold of 
it and put it in her mouth to suck. She knows this is her sleeping toy 
because I have seen her sleeping with the blankie next to her. Some 
clients asked if this is equivalent to a sleep prop. I reassure them this 
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is not, because unlike a pacifier whereby if your baby loses it, she may 
not be able to retrieve it on her own physically, the blankie will 
usually be next to her and she can still smell it or touch it easily. 
Remember to always leave this comforter in the cot and only give it 
to your baby when it’s her nap time or bedtime. 

Help Your Baby Distinguish Day and Night  

A newborn baby does not know the difference between night and 
day. Their wake and sleep period is pretty much governed by hunger. 
You can however slowly help your baby learn to distinguish day and 
night by doing the following: 

During The Day 

 Keep your newborn exposed to daylight by allowing some 
light into the room when she naps. For older babies, it’s okay 
to draw the curtains to make it more conducive for them to 
nap longer. 

 Talk, sing and play with your baby frequently during the day 
when she’s awake. 

 Carry on your daily activities – cooking, radio, talking on the 
phone etc. Get her involved in the daily bustles of the day. 

 Don’t let your baby sleep for longer than 3 hours without a 
feed. Get baby to feed more during the day rather than at 
night. 

During The Night 

 Start with a predictable bedtime routine to help the baby 
unwind. Give her a bath and maybe a massage to relax her 
before putting her down to sleep in the evening. The bath and 
change of clothes will help her begin to understand that this is 
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a different part of the daily routine and it is now her 
relaxation time. 

 Change baby into pajamas. 
 Draw the curtains or use blackout blinds. 
 Keep the room dark – turn off the night light after bedtime 

routine is over. Let baby associate darkness with sleep. 
Darkness helps with melatonin production as well. 

 No stimulation and engaging interaction during night time. 
 Do the night feeds in the bedroom while keeping the light as 

low as possible. 

Remember! Night time is not the time to stimulate and play with your 
baby! Think of day time as 12 hours and night time as the other 12 

hours. 

LET’S TALK ABOUT CRYING 

Crying is your baby’s only form of communication. Crying is healthy 
and it’s normal. In fact, I would be worried if you tell me that your 
baby doesn’t cry at all or isn’t allowed to cry. It is how we respond to 
their cries that matters. Magda Gerber (Founder of Resources for 
Infant Educarers - RIE, a staunch supporter of respectful parenting) 
said, “Crying is the way a baby expresses her feelings and she should be 
allowed to do so. Rather than trying to stop your child from crying by 
distracting her, try to figure out why she is crying so that you are able 
to help her.” 

Your baby might be crying for many reasons: 

 Is she hungry? 
 Is she uncomfortable? 
 Does she have wind? 
 Does she need a nappy change? 
 Is she too hot/too cold? 
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 Is she not feeling well? 
 Is she tired? 
 Is she protesting because she’s not used to the new changes? 
 Is she trying to connect her sleep cycles? 

Babies have different cries for different needs. For most parents, we 
may struggle to distinguish our babies’ cries. That’s why having a 
routine is so important. We will discuss this in details in Part 3. 

THE PAUSE 

The French parents swear by this method called La Pause and most 
French babies sleep through the night by 2 months old. I personally 
did the same thing for my baby girl and she slept through the night 
by 8 weeks old. When their children wake or make a noise, instead of 
immediately going in to respond, French parents would give them a 
few minutes to self soothe.  

One reason for pausing is that young babies make a lot of 
movements when they are sleeping. If you want your baby to learn to 
connect her sleep cycles on her own, you would need to give her 
some time or opportunity to do it without you intervening. If you 
keep rushing in to soothe your baby each time she makes a peep or 
fuss a little, then she won’t be given the chance to connect to the next 
sleep cycle on her own. She would automatically think that she needs 
your help to connect to the next cycle or worse still, she may think 
that her sleep/nap is over because you are right there picking her up 
to feed her or to cuddle her back to sleep. I am by no means asking 
you to ignore your child’s distressing cries. If your child has been 
wailing and crying for some time, say more than 5-10 minutes, then 
you should definitely check on your baby and respond to their needs. 
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“There is something magical about waiting the 10 minutes. We tried it 
with our baby and it really worked! She probably would have soothe 

herself back to sleep if we have waited for a bit all this while!” 

Caroline, mother of one 

NIGHT FEEDING 

When feeding at night, keep the noise level low. Gently pick up your 
baby and feed her. Keep the interaction to a minimum, burp her and 
then settle her back into the cot as quickly as possible. I would say 
only change her nappy if it’s absolutely necessary. Invest in a good 
quality diaper that can last through the night.  

Once your baby is feeding well throughout the day, with full feeding 
each time rather than snacking, then you can be assured that not all-
night awakenings are associated with hunger. If you have just fed her 
an hour or so ago, her crying doesn’t mean she’s hungry. Do the 
pause first, and then simply resettle your baby. It may be hard at first 
but with repetition and consistency it will get easier. Your baby will 
soon learn that you are not always going to respond to her every time 
she cries with a feed, particularly when you know with certainty that 
is not a hunger cry. 

DREAM FEEDING 

Many sleep experts recommend dream feed at around 10pm or 11pm 
or before you go to bed. This means you have to feed your baby while 
she’s still asleep. The justification behind this is that hopefully your 
baby can sustain till the next morning instead of waking up at 2am or 
3am for the next feed.  

Personally, I have tried dream feeding with my twin boys. I didn’t do 
it with my 3rd and 4th babies because I realized that dream feeding 
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may unknowingly become a habit for your baby. We might be 
disrupting her sleep pattern and feeding her even when she’s not 
actually hungry. I think the better way would be to just let your baby 
wake up on her own because she’s genuinely hungry rather than we 
conditioned them to think that it’s time for feed at that hour before 
midnight. 

HOW DO I STOP THE NIGHT FEEDING? 

Generally experts agreed that if your baby is healthy, over 3 months 
of age and is weighing over 6 kg, then he is ready to wean off the 
night feeds and sleep through the night. Night feeding when it’s not 
due to hunger disrupts his otherwise good sleep and it will get his 
digestive system to work overtime when the system should be getting 
a rest. 

Many times parents would ask me why their child is not feeding well 
during the day. I would often reply that it’s because their child is not 
sleeping well and they are getting all their nutrition at night. If you 
are constantly getting up in the middle of the night for snacks or 
supper, why would you still be hungry first thing in the morning? 
After they weaned off their babies off the night feeds, most of them 
would tell me their kids are eating much better during the day.  

A gradual and gentle method of weaning the night feeds is by 
reducing the amount of milk you give to your baby at each feed. For a 
formula fed baby, just reduce the amount by 30 – 50 ml each feed 
over a period of nights. For a breastfed baby, just reduce the time 
spent offering your breast to your baby. Slowly stop altogether after a 
few nights and try to settle your baby without giving a feed. 

Another method is to increase the frequency between feeds. If it was 
every 3 hours prior to this, try 3.5 hours for a couple of nights then 4 
hours for the next two nights and so on. Remember you have got to 
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be consistent with this. Once you have stopped night feeding 
altogether, there is no more going back to it. Not if you want your 
child to be confused. And should you choose to feed your baby again, 
if she is unwell or teething and you find it’s the easiest way to resettle 
your baby, then just be prepared that your child will have night 
awakenings and you will definitely need to retrain her again. 

For babies who have started solids and are getting full feeds during 
the day, usually for babies 6 months and older, generally I would say 
that they don’t need to wake up for the middle of the night feeds 
anymore. My advice to my clients would be to go ‘cold turkey’ with 
the night weaning especially when we are absolutely certain that baby 
is not waking up due to hunger anymore but more so due to sleep 
associations and overtiredness. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF ROUTINE 

There are certainly two schools of thought when it comes to looking 
after your baby. For me based on my own experiences, I believe if 
you still want to keep your sanity and not resemble a zombie, you 
should get your baby into a routine. Since your baby's earliest form of 
communication is by way of crying, knowing what their different 
cries mean makes all the difference.  

Some moms say they can recognise their baby’s different cries – 
whether it’s a hunger cry, wet nappy cry, or even the ‘I need a cuddle’ 
cry. To me, honestly, most of the cries sound the same. For those 
who are like me and can’t distinguish between a baby’s different 
cries, there is a simpler solution. Get your child into a routine! I 
cannot stress how important it is! A routine is the best thing you can 
give yourself and your baby. A sleep-deprived mommy is most likely 
going to be cranky and may even start hallucinating! Routine helps 
give structure to your day especially if you are floundering, and helps 
you feel more in control.  
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Whichever routine you go for, it should teach your baby to 
differentiate between night and day, train her to settle herself and 
help you all get a good night’s sleep. Babies simply love routine! They 
love knowing what to expect and they thrive on structure and 
routine. Babies are just much happier when they know what’s 
coming next. 

Many experts agree that routine is the way to go. Gina Ford author of 
the best-selling book ‘The Contented Little Baby’ is a strong advocate 
of routine. Some moms consider it the Holy Grail of all: no more 
exhaustion, the idea of getting back your precious sleep no longer 
just a dream and the attainment of having precious adult evening 
time is within reach.  

If you start a routine for your baby during the early days, your baby 
will know what’s going to happen and when. It’s much harder (but 
not impossible) if you wait until they are 9 months old. I believe 
parenting is a skill and something that I needed to learn. Books are 
the accumulated wisdom, which is waiting to be tapped into. I don’t 
believe a baby knows what’s best for him or her, likewise I am a 
person who is entitled to some quality of life and a decent night’s 
sleep in order to function well and in the end be a better mom. Gina 
Ford’s method follows a strict and rigid routine; if your baby is still 
sleeping; wake the baby up because it is time to feed. 

I believe there is a more flexible method to this, which is what I call a 
routine with flexibility. If a child decides to sleep longer that day, I 
will probably choose not to wake up the sleeping child unless it’s too 
close to bedtime or if it’s too way long past their feeding time. As 
long as you follow a cycle of Wake, Feed, Play and Sleep, you will be 
on the right track to getting your baby on a routine.  
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IMPLEMENTING A NEW ROUTINE 

Staying consistent is crucial to the implementation and maintenance 
of your routine. Babies who are on a routine are often much more 
content and so are their parents. Every baby is different but here is a 
guideline based on their ages – remember it’s just a guideline.  

 0-3 months - Awake time of 45 minutes to 1.5 hours. 
 4-6 months - Awake time of 1.5 hours to 2 hours.  
 6-9 months - Awake time of 2 to 3 hours. 3 naps a day. In the 

morning, one nap. After lunch time, two sleep cycles for the 
solid nap and one late afternoon catnap.  

 9-12 months – Awake time of 2.5 to 3 hours. 2 naps a day. 
You can drop the late afternoon nap now. 

 12 months and above – You can work towards one nap a 
day. You will know when your baby is ready to drop the nap 
when you put her down and she doesn’t end up napping for 
the morning nap. (Between 12-18 months). You may need to 
bring lunch time forward to 11:30am during this transitional 
period and then put baby down for a long nap straight after, 
aiming at least 2 hours. 

 2-3 years – Your toddler will probably have one lunch time 
nap of 1-1.5 hours at this time. 

 3 years and above – Some may still have one afternoon nap 
just so they can sustain till bedtime. Some may not need any 
more nap but I would still recommend a quiet period in the 
afternoon to allow them to unwind. 

Day Routine 

It’s important to establish a routine that cues the baby about what 
will happen next. I implemented the EASY cycle right from the start 
for my babies. Eat, Activity, Sleep and Your time. It was really easy to 
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implement the EASY cycle as babies enjoy knowing what to expect, 
and they thrive on routine and structure. It makes them feel secure 
and confident when they know exactly what will happen in their day 
and it sets up a good basis for them to start from. When the EASY 
cycle is implemented, chances of your baby developing a feed to sleep 
association are less likely. This is also to avoid your baby snacking, 
which would be problematic if you are feeding when he has just 
woken up, and then feeding again just before he sleeps. Your baby 
might be too tired to suck and hence not taking in a full feeding as he 
should be. If you really must feed just before bedtime, try not to feed 
the baby to sleep. Always put baby awake to the cot. 

Bedtime Routine 

One of the key components of healthy sleep habits is to establish a 
good predictable bedtime routine for your baby. This bedtime 
routine needs to be relaxing and pleasant to allow your child to 
unwind and to cue to her that bedtime is approaching. Babies learn 
by association so they would quickly learn this when you do it 
repeatedly every evening. 

Key Points 

 A good bedtime routine should be about 20-30 minutes long. 
If it’s too short, there is not enough time for your child to 
unwind and insufficient sleep pressure builds up for your 
child to sleep. If it’s too long, the routine drags on and your 
child may become even more tired and to make things worse, 
she might fall asleep in your arms rather than in her own cot. 

 Avoid gadgets and TV at least 1 – 2 hours before bedtime as 
the lights emitted may inhibit the melatonin production. 

 Implement the bedtime routine in the room where your baby 
will be sleeping in. Do not go back to the living room or 
kitchen area as this may stimulate your baby.  
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 After changing into pajamas, read a book or sing some 
lullabies together. Your routines can be whatever you want it 
to be as long as it’s quiet and gentle. This isn’t a time to play 
peek-a-boo and stimulate your baby. 

 The routine needs to be predictable and done step by step so 
that your baby understands it’s bedtime. 

Once bedtime routine is done, you can put your baby down into the 
cot. The condition your baby falls asleep in must be the same 
condition he will find himself in when he rouses during the night. 

“Bedtime routine needs to be soothing and pleasant to allow your child 
to unwind and to cue that bedtime is approaching.” 

KEYWORDS 

Communication is important. Always talk to your baby. Keywords 
are words that you will be using repeatedly when you put your baby 
to sleep. For me, I like to use the word sleep, sleep. I like to say that in 

Chinese (睡觉). Sleep cue words are powerful and it will reassure 
your child what is expected of her when she’s down in the cot. If you 
are trying to get your baby to be multilingual, then it’s okay to use 
keywords in other languages as well. I often get my husband and 
other caregivers to use their own keywords in their own languages as 
well.  I have been using these keywords from day 1 and my baby 
understands what will happen next once I say them. I would 
encourage you to use these keywords daily and it doesn’t have to be 
limited to sleep, you can find keywords for feeding, changing diapers, 
play time and more. Try to use them regularly so that your child 
would know what to expect once they hear those keywords. 
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NAPS 

Your child’s nap times depends on how long she has been awake 
since waking up from her sleep or nap. Sleep promotes sleep. There’s 
no use trying to deprive your baby of sleep during daytime to make 
her sleep better at night – a baby who is well-rested will go to sleep 
more easily and sleep better at night than a baby who isn’t. Don’t 
believe anyone who tells you not to let the baby nap during the day so 
you can achieve a better night sleep. When your child is overtired, 
she will find it harder to fall asleep and will be more prone to night 
awakenings and early rising. 
 

“Sleep promotes sleep!” 
 

Nap Time Routines 

Just as bedtime routine is like washing hands before you eat, equally 
important is nap time routine. It cues to baby it’s time for a nap 
especially if your baby has been happily playing. It’s only fair to let 
your baby know what is expected of her when you carry her to her 
bedroom. Nap times can be harder for your baby to establish 
particularly if all this while you have not been making naps a regular 
thing. However, please don’t give up. If you make nap times non-
negotiable, and a part of your daily routine, your child will eventually 
learn and be more willing to go down for a nap.  

The key to getting your baby to nap well is really trying to find your 
child’s sleep windows. If you missed that window of opportunity, you 
will find yourself dealing with a lot more protest and a very short 
nap. Look out for your child’s sleepy cues if possible because 
watching the clock may not always be accurate. 
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Sleepy Cues 

 Becoming drowsy 

 Decreased activity 

 Less vocal 

 Rubbing eyes 

 Pulling ears 

 Quieter 

 Burying his face into your chest 

 Loss of interest in surroundings 

 Eyes are less focused 

 Slower motions 

 Yawning (sometimes it might be too late, child is already 
overtired) 

 Whining and crying (sometimes it might be too late, child is 
already overtired) 

 

WHAT TO DO WHEN MY BABY IS CATNAPPING? 

A baby who catnaps is a baby who can only manage one sleep cycle. 
Sometimes that might mean anywhere between 10 – 45 minutes. One 
sleep cycle nap is not considered a solid restorative nap so your baby 
might miss out on the physiological benefits that offer deeper sleep. 
When your baby wakes up after one sleep cycle, the most important 
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thing you need to know is, do not assume that your baby is done 
napping. This is a common mistake most first-time parents make. 
Once baby is done with one sleep cycle, they would usually wake up 
crying because you may have helped your baby fall asleep in the first 
place. So, when they wake up, they usually would cry and fuss to get 
you to come back and help them to sleep again or they would wake 
up alert and happy to see you when you respond to their cries. Try to 
do the pause before you go in. If by say after 20 minutes your baby is 
still not asleep and has made it clear that they don’t want to nap 
anymore, then you can get your baby up. Do some calming and 
relaxing activities then try to make your baby nap again. Initially this 
is what you have to do to help your baby reduce her sleep debts. 
Introduce more naps if your baby can’t connect the sleep cycles on 
her own yet. Eventually try to encourage fewer but longer naps. If 
your baby isn’t crying too long and seems to have settled after crying 
in between sleep cycles, then just try to let the baby rest in the cot and 
see if she can find her own way to resettle herself back to sleep again. 
Naps are going to take longer to establish usually between 3-6 weeks 
but any adjustments to her usual routine will take time to be 
enforced. Don’t give up halfway. You need to be consistent and 
persistent. Have faith in your baby. 

TEACHING THE ART OF SELF SETTLING 

Personally, I found teaching my baby girl to self-settle was the easiest 
because I started her young since I brought her home from the 
hospital. With my twins and third child, I only managed to teach 
them self-settling from 4 months onwards. 

0-2 months – Just go with the flow. Don’t fret about the small stuff. 
You just gave birth; your body is recovering and you are getting to 
know your new bundle of joy. Cuddle and comfort your baby as 
much as you want. This is a wonderful time to bond with your 
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newborn. Still try to establish the EASY cycle if you can but even if 
you can’t and end up feeding your baby to sleep, that’s okay too. 
Make it as exceptions rather than the norm. As long as you don’t do 
it ALL the time, then it shouldn’t be a big problem. Try to put your 
baby down in her cot or Moses basket to give her the opportunity to 
be comfortable in her own space. 

2-3 months – Try to put your baby down to self-settle on her own in 
the cot or Moses basket for her sleep. The best thing you can do for 
her at this age is to let her learn to self soothe in her own space. Once 
you have fed her, burped her, changed her, interacted with her, then 
put her down for naps. All these activities including feeding and 
playing may be within 1 hour. Put her down gently when she’s still 
awake, say your keywords and then step back to let her self settle. She 
may cry, fuss and whine a little and that’s fine. I would always try to 
wait 5-10 minutes before I intervened. If the crying escalates, you can 
do some shushing and patting. If that doesn’t help, then pick the 
baby up to calm her down. Once she is calm, then put her back in the 
cot. If you cuddle your baby till she falls asleep then you are only 
reinforcing the crying. She will learn to cry louder and louder just so 
you will rock her to sleep. Your baby’s crying is not about wanting 
you to cuddle but really the few minutes of crying is just a way for 
your child to express herself – releasing the tension build up from 
being overtired and stimulated during the awake time. I have tried 
this with my girl when she was a newborn, and she would often just 
cry for a few short minutes and then fall asleep right away.  

3-6 months – If you have not taught your baby to self-settle then this 
would be an ideal time to do so because they become more aware of 
their surroundings, they begin to see, hear and feel things around 
them. This stimulation sharpens their senses and makes them want 
to interact. The brain starts to mature and becomes more adult-like. 
This affects their sleep pattern. Like us, they start to enter into 
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light and deep sleep stages. The usual strategy to rock or nurse them 
to sleep becomes unpredictable and less effective. What used to be a 
quick 15 minutes rocking the baby to sleep, now becomes a 45 
minutes struggle and the moment you try and put her down, she 
wakes up and grizzles! So, the cycle continues resulting in an 
overtired baby.  

So, the best thing you can do if you haven’t done so earlier is to put 
your baby awake to the cot after feeding, changing and playing. 
Repeat your keywords. Introduce a comforter or blankie if you 
haven’t yet. Walk away and wait. If your baby seems okay, just 
observe your baby. When your baby’s crying escalates to the point of 
distress rather than a grizzle or sleepy cry, then go back to her, shush 
and pat. Pat intermittently and stop if your baby doesn’t need your 
comforting. Do this until she sleeps. Doesn’t matter how long it takes 
for her to fall asleep, just stay with her. Try to resist the urge to pick 
her up because that might disrupt the process of her falling asleep. 
It’s important you keep doing this for every nap and every sleep so 
that your baby will learn this art of self-settling. If you give up 
halfway, then you have just wasted all your earlier efforts and you 
have not taught your baby anything at all. In fact, you only reinforced 
all the crying and getting her to cry for longer until you give in to her 
being cuddled or nursed to sleep. Once your baby can fall asleep 
without your help and soothing, you need to slowly get yourself out 
of the picture. Your baby cannot associate your presence in order to 
fall asleep. I have a client who used to nurse her baby to sleep and 
then after 2 weeks she was happy to report that her baby can fall 
asleep without her boobs but she now needed to hold her hands in 
order for sleep to come. It’s essential that you teach your baby to 
sleep without your presence and you will see that your baby will 
become less dependent on you to fall asleep. So the next step is to 
move further away from your baby and watch from afar, if possible, 
and intervene less as time goes by. The ideal goal is to be able to put 
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your baby in the cot, after you have done the usual bedtime routine, 
kiss baby, say a prayer and then leave the room altogether. 

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE FOR MY BABY TO FALL 
ASLEEP?  

How long is a piece of string? That’s a hard question to answer. It 
really depends on your child’s temperament, your baby’s age, what 
method you would be using and how long has the old routine been 
deeply ingrained in her daily routine all this while. The best-case 
scenarios I have heard was that it took them 2 days to see amazing 
improvements. Some clients told me it took them about 3-4 days to 
see improvements, most would share good news with me within a 
week, some took 2-3 weeks or more to be able to settle the baby and 
leave the room. Some babies may find your presence to be too over 
stimulating and you might make things worse by being in the room 
and keeping the baby awake too long. In this case, it might be better 
for you to leave the room than to stick around waiting for your baby 
to fall asleep.  

TWINS & MORE 

As a mother of twins, I cannot begin to tell you how important 
routine was to me. Without a routine, I would be feeding my babies 
24/7 without fail. When I first brought my twins home from the 
hospital, I didn’t know what to expect at all. In my mind, honestly, I 
thought babies would feed when they are hungry and sleep when 
they are tired. However, as you and I both discovered, this wasn’t 
always the case at all. My twins had their own feeding and sleeping 
patterns. One would wake up at 2am to feed, followed by the other at 
4am. It was exhausting as there was not much time for me to get any 
shut-eye at all. I knew getting them on a synchronised routine was 
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the best plan going forward if I would like to have any chance of 
some me-time.  

Keep a log book of their daily feed and sleep for each baby to allow 
you to keep track of their daily routine. If one wakes up to feed, then 
just wake the other one up as well to keep their feeding and sleeping 
timing the same as well. Get them into a set bedtime and don’t worry 
about them waking each other up. Trust me, they can just sleep 
through the noises or their siblings’ cries. Mine definitely did and 
many of my clients with twins reported back the same story although 
they were certainly amazed at their ability to do so. Well like I always 
say, babies are very adaptable. 

I think one of the reasons why my twins didn’t have as much sleep 
associations compared to my friends’ babies was because I simply 
didn’t have time to rock, cuddle or feed them to sleep, so they had to 
learn to self-settle. I didn’t have the extra pair of hands to help me. I 
was using the hammocks/yao lan for their day naps and that was the 
only sleep associations I created. I had a suspicion that they could 
self-settle on their own though because they were able to fall asleep at 
night in their own cots. And they managed to drop the night feeds 
when they learned to self soothe themselves back to sleep between 
sleep cycles and only wake up when they were genuinely hungry. 
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During the newborn stage, my twins were sharing the same cot. Once 
they learned to roll around, I moved them to their own cot in their 
own room. Caring for twins and more are definitely hard work so 
don’t be afraid to say yes when friends and families offer to help. I 
was fortunate enough to have my mother in law who came to New 
Zealand to help us out for the first few months. It gave me time to 
establish a feeding routine with my twins and I breastfed my twins 
and supplemented them with formula. I was busy latching both and 
pumping at the same time to establish my milk supply. It wasn’t long 
before I got them in tune with each other’s feeding rhythm and I 
could feed both of them and then get them back to sleep shortly after 
their feed. 

“It’s been a week and our twin boys continue to sleep through the 
night. They are getting better quality sleep and wake up happy!” 

Melissa, mother of 9 month old twins 
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WHEN IS MORNING? 

I considered any time before 6am to be treated as middle of the night 
waking. If by 6am or later your baby is awake, then get her up and 
start the day by feeding her outside the room so she knows that 
morning is here. If you find that your baby is regularly waking up 
early at 5am then you might want to investigate the reasons behind 
this.  

1. Your baby is overtired and this is the most common reason 
for early rising. A baby who doesn’t sleep well will generally 
wake up early as the level of cortisol in their body is high and 
melatonin is low. The accumulated sleep debt from not 
having consolidated naps and sleep will cause early waking. 
Try getting your child to bed early between 6pm to 7pm to 
help reduce their sleep debts. 

2. Your baby is being rewarded for early waking as she enjoys 
the early morning feed and interactions. Try to avoid feeding 
at this wee hour of the morning and get your baby to go back 
to sleep. Minimal interaction is crucial until the wake-up time 
is acceptable. Get your baby to entertain herself if she’s up 
early and chances are that she might fall back to sleep. Do not 
bring your baby to bed with you as this is such a nice reward, 
she will definitely continue to do so. This might require some 
tough love initially but you will reap the rewards in the long 
run. 

3. Once your baby is sleeping and napping well, you might want 
to push the bedtime a bit later as a baby who sleeps at 6pm 
might wake up at 5am because she would have a good solid 
11 hours sleep. A more desirable sleep time would be 7pm to 
6am. This might need adjustment every 15 minutes every 2 
nights until you reach the desired time. You need to move 
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naps and meal times as well to make this work. After a few 
weeks your baby’s body clock will slowly be adjusted. 

4. Make sure that there is no daylight coming into the bedroom 
as it may wake your baby up earlier than they are supposed to 
be awake. Do invest in good blackout curtains so that your 
little one and you as well can have longer sleep.  

IS IT SLEEP REGRESSION OR DEVELOPMENTAL 
MILESTONES? 

As your baby grows and develops physically and mentally, there are 
some factors which may affect your baby’s sleep. This is often termed 
as sleep regression. However, I often tell my clients that if your baby 
is able to self-settle well, the regression will not be major and your 
baby will not be affected by it much if you stay consistent with your 
routine for her. 

 

1. Teething – This is a common factor which often gets blamed 
for a child not sleeping well but, in my experience, all 4 of my 
babies did not display much of a discomfort as they are able 
to sleep through the night despite the teething. Of course, you 
can help them alleviate the pain by giving them teething toys 
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or rusks during the day so that their gums would feel better 
and less itchy.  

2. Growth spurts - Your baby’s sleeping patterns are very much 
influenced by hunger and their body clock. A baby who is 
having a growth spurt will wake up more often to get her 
feed. This can happen at any time during the first year 
commonly at 1-3 weeks, 6 and 8 weeks, 3 months, 6 months 
and 9 months. You might want to cluster feed (feed more 
regularly than usual) before bedtime so your child is getting 
enough nutrition to cope with this growth spurt. 

3. Separation anxiety – Your baby may start to develop 
separation anxiety somewhere between 6 – 12 months. But if 
you continue to do your usual routine, this shouldn’t be a 
major problem, as your baby will start to recognise that the 
cot is her resting place. I would also highly recommend that 
you promote independent play from a young age so that your 
child does not need constant attention from anyone. Your 
child should be able to play on her own for at least half an 
hour to allow her to have her own creative play. 

4. New milestones – Once your child learns to sit, crawl and 
stand, your child may want to practise all these skills in the 
cot. This may pose a problem if your child does not know 
how to lower herself back down again after standing up. Try 
to help her practise this skill during the day so that she can 
learn fast. 

5. Change in family’s circumstances – Perhaps you might be 
welcoming a new sibling, going on a holiday or going back to 
work, all these might affect your child’s sleep as well. A new 
sibling may mess up your routine with your little one but try 
to get your partner or helper to do the routine so that your 
child will still go to bed readily. When you are away on a 
holiday, the easiest thing to do is to just go with the flow so 
that you can still enjoy your holiday and just retrain your 
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baby when you are back. If you are going back to work, get 
your baby’s caregiver to maintain the routine that has been 
established so that your child will not develop a new sleep 
association with the new caregiver.  

6. Sickness – If your child is sick, you can definitely comfort her 
more and monitor her condition. But try not to bring her to 
bed with you. You can choose to sleep in her room until she’s 
better and then it would be easier for you to get back to the 
usual routine. 
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PART THREE: NEWBORN TO 6 MONTHS 

 

 

f you don’t have time to read this entire book, this section allows 
you to go straight into the key points depending on what age your 

baby is currently at. 

 

0-6 WEEKS 

 Go with the flow. Get to know your new bundle of joy! 
Establish feeding at this early stage especially if you are 
breastfeeding. You need her to learn to latch on properly so 
that you can jumpstart your milk supply.  

 Sometimes you may be nursing your baby to sleep as 
newborns are usually very sleepy and may struggle to stay 

I 
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awake during your feeding session. That’s fine as long as you 
don’t do it for every feeding session. 

 I just love the smell and cuddle of a newborn and I know how 
tempting it is to carry our newborn to sleep in our arms but 
do try to occasionally put your newborn down to the cot 
when it’s time for sleep.  

 Keep your newborn awake time to an absolute minimum, as 
an overtired newborn will not be a pretty sight. The timing 
should be something between 45 minutes to 60 minutes. 
Some may even be tired at the 30 minutes mark so just be 
mindful that newborns need lots of sleep and they are easily 
over stimulated and get overtired easily once you passed their 
waking time capability. When overtired, your baby will fight 
sleep (most likely with lots of crying), will not nap well, will 
wake up cranky and with even more crying. This might even 
be misinterpreted, as colic and I know for a fact that lots of 
parents think their baby incessant crying could be due to 
colic. But often upon further investigation, they have kept 
their newborns awake time up to 2 hours or longer as usually 
there will be lots of visitors coming to see their new addition. 
Try to always prioritize your newborn’s sleep. Your visitors 
can always watch your baby sleep rather than cuddle her or 
play with her. 

 Swaddle your baby to simulate the womb environment for 
your baby making her feel safe and secure. Swaddling keeps 
them from startling themselves awake from their flailing little 
arms and legs. Newborns usually still have the startling reflex 
and swaddling will help ease that. Never put a swaddled baby 
on her tummy! Swaddling is usually only effective for the first 
6-8 weeks. After which, usually your baby would want to 
discover their arms and legs and would prefer not to be 
swaddled anymore. 
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6-12 WEEKS 

 Slowly get into a routine of EASY cycle. Eat, Activity, Sleep 
and Your time. Your routine can be fairly flexible depending 
on your baby’s own rhythms. If you are consistent with EASY 
you will be less likely to nurse or feed your baby to sleep.  

 Help your baby distinguish day and night by introducing 
bedtime routine of bath, pajamas, feed, lullabies and bed. 

 Use keywords like “sleep sleep” and “it’s bedtime” to cue to 
baby that sleep is near. 

 Do the pause. Observe and listen to your baby like the French 
parents do. Take the time to observe before responding to 
their cries immediately. Give them a few minutes to self 
soothe before immediately picking them up. 

“This has changed our lives and the way we think about sleep. We 
understand the importance of good sleep and share it with anyone who 

will listen. We have always been told that our child will simply 
outgrow her bad sleep habits but we are glad we called you earlier 

rather than later.” 

Pamela, mother of 8 weeks old baby 

3-6 MONTHS 

 If you have been consistent in fostering healthy sleep habits 
and not introduced any sleep props then chances are that 
your baby may be sleeping through the night by 10 – 12 
weeks onwards. 

 If you haven’t started any bedtime routine yet, now is the 
time! 

 If you have been feeding every 2.5-3 hourly then now is the 
time to increase the intervals between feeding. Your baby will 
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be able to take a bigger volume feed and she will sleep for 
longer period with a fuller tummy. I would try 3.5 to 4 hourly 
as she grows older. 

 Establish the EASY cycle. Eat, Activity, Sleep and Your time. 
When your baby is awake, feed, play and then sleep. Never 
feed before sleep unless absolutely necessary. 

 Encourage your baby to learn to self-settle both day and 
night. 

 You can cluster feed your baby (feeding more frequent that 
usual) before bedtime routine to make sure your baby is 
getting enough to last longer at night. 

 Generally, experts agree that once a baby is over 3 months of 
age and is over 6 kg and gaining weight well, then he should 
be expected to sleep through the night for about 6 – 7 hours 
stretch.  

 At 6 months, if baby is feeding well during the day and has a 
healthy appetite and still wakes up for night feeds, you can 
gradually wean the baby off by reducing his milk intake or 
instead of 3 feeds, reduce it to 2 or 1 or none at all by going 
cold turkey. Make sure your baby is well fed throughout the 
day before you decide to completely wean off the middle of 
the night feedings. 

“After going through the sleep program with Zoe, she corrected a lot of 
our misconceptions regarding sleeping habits for e.g we thought that 

the later our baby sleep, the more likely she is able to sleep through the 
night and able to be coaxed easily to sleep. Within less than a week, 

our baby is able to sleep on her own and wakes up only once at night. 
My husband and I have more time for ourselves and we feel more 

relieved for our baby.”  

Patricia, mother of 6 months old baby
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PART FOUR: 6 – 12 MONTHS 

 

 

on’t worry if you just picked up this book and your baby is 
already past 6 months of age and you are still struggling to get 

your child to sleep through the night. Better late than never as the 
saying goes.  

 If your baby is falling asleep with your help then chances are 
she is waking up often at night and still not sleeping through 
the night. 

 The key to a better night sleep is to teach your baby the art of 
self-settling. 

 There will be some crying involved when you are changing a 
routine or a habit that your baby is so used to for the last 6 
months. 

 You have to choose a self-settling teaching method that works 
for you and your child. 

 Believe in your child’s capability to self-settle on her own to 
sleep. If your child can crawl on her own, stand up on her 
own, walk on her own, then she most definitely can sleep on 
her own.  

 Your job is to ensure you put her down in the cot before she 
gets overtired. 

D 
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 There is also a balance you need to fine tune – putting baby to 
bed too early may not allow baby to build enough sleep 
pressure hence under tired cries may occur. However, having 
said that I always believe it’s better to put baby down to sleep 
early rather than later to avoid overtiredness. Even if she may 
not fall asleep right away, it would be good for her to rest in 
the cot until she’s ready to get some shut-eye. 

 Ensure your baby is well fed, burped and changed, have some 
play time and then place her into the cot awake.  

 

“When I met Zoe, my 6.5 months old baby was not sleeping through 
the night even though he was on 3 solid meals a day. He was also very 
dependent on his pacifier to help him to soothe himself to sleep. Zoe 
suggested we go cold turkey with the pacifier, to stop giving it to him 

completely. We were extremely worried about not giving him the 
pacifier and thought it might affect our baby. But much to our 

amazement, he didn’t really miss it that much. He had a bit of problem 
settling initially but by two days, he was completely fine. He learnt to 

suck on his fingers and soft toy to soothe himself. Now I am able to put 
him into his cot awake and he falls asleep independently. And his 

daytime naps have also improved tremendously!” 

Jassmin, mother of 8 months old baby 

 

ASSEMBLING THE SLEEP TRAINING PUZZLE 

Sleep training is like solving a puzzle. It’s important that every single 
piece of the puzzle is looked into before attempting to put them all 
together. I often like to get my clients to complete a sleep audit form 
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first to allow me to review the family’s situation before I provide my 
advice. Let’s go through the pieces together. 

1. How Does Your Baby Fall Asleep? Does She Have A Sleep 
Prop/Association? 

If your baby is not sleeping well, chances are your baby is relying on 
an external prop to help her fall asleep. This sleep prop could be a 
hammock, pacifier, your cuddles, your patting, your boobs (nursing 
to sleep) or even your presence. You need to eliminate the sleep 
props in order for your baby to have a chance to sleep well. 

2. Is Your Baby Napping Well During the Day? 

Sleep promotes sleep. It’s a myth that letting your baby stay awake for 
a long time during the day will get your baby to sleep better at night. 
An overtired baby will produce the stress hormone or cortisol 
causing baby to be overstimulated and become even more hyper-
alert. My 8 months old baby once didn’t nap in the afternoon and I 
put her down to bed early at 6pm. She woke up regularly during the 
night at 7pm, 9pm and 11pm because she didn’t nap in the 
afternoon. It’s just how our babies’ bodies are wired. If they didn’t 
nap well, they will wake up easily between sleep cycles and they will 
wake up early. A catnap means your baby can only manage one sleep 
cycle around 30-45 minutes nap. A good solid nap is at least two 
sleep cycles – so anything more than 1 hour to 2 hours or more is 
considered restorative sleep. 

3. Does Your Baby Have A Bedtime Routine? 

I cannot stress anymore the importance of having a bedtime routine. 
First of all, it cues to the baby that bedtime is near. Second of all, it 
helps your baby to unwind and be prepared to sleep by increasing the 
production of the melatonin hormone. 
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4. Is Your Baby Feeding Well During the Day? 

This is an important question because there is no way your baby can 
sleep through the night if she is hungry! Ensure you are feeding your 
baby regularly around the 4 hourly intervals for 6 months and above 
and also start introducing solids so your baby is not hungry during 
the night. Some clients told me their babies are not feeding well at all 
during the day. I often said, it’s because they are not sleeping well 
and upon further probing I found out that their babies are getting 
most of their milk intake at night.  

5. Is Your Baby In Good Health? 

Your baby must be in reasonably good health before you start any 
sleep training. A sick child will be even crankier and will not adapt to 
the new routine so readily. If in doubt, please consult your doctor. 

“The importance of restorative sleep (without any sleep props and sleep 
associations) cannot be over emphasized. Teaching a baby how to sleep 
independently truly is a gift every parent should give to their children. I 
also now have time to myself to rest, relax and do stuffs during her nap 

time and when she goes to bed early!” 

Felicia, mother of 3 months old baby 

SELF-SETTLING METHODS  

It is extremely unfair for your child if you attempt to teach her self-
settling before you go through and sort out the puzzle pieces first. 

A few key points to consider: 

 You need to be 100% committed to this and see to its 
completion. Do not give up halfway as this is just unfair for 
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both you and the baby and your initial efforts would be 
wasted. 

 Choose a method that you are most comfortable with and 
stick with it. If you change anything, you are only going to 
end up confusing your baby. 

 Work as a team with your partner. It’s hard when one parent 
is doing one thing and another parent is doing another. Your 
child will only end up being confused. 

 Choose a time when you can stick to a consistent routine. 
Don’t start your plan if you are going on a holiday soon. 

 Choose a time when your baby is well. 
 Keep in mind that all the methods will work. It’s just a matter 

of which one you feel you can go along with the most. 
 The gentler methods will take longer than most and it will 

need a lot of patience and more efforts on your part.  

Pick Up Put Down  

This method is made popular by Tracy Hogg, Baby Whisperer and 
honestly, I believe it works better with younger babies, but as your 
babies get older, pick up and put down will make it harder for you to 
get your baby to fall asleep on her own. Nevertheless, I will discuss 
this method if you would like to give this a go. Just be mindful that 
this method will require lots of time and patience on your part.  

After your usual routine, you will lay your baby down in the cot 
awake, use your keywords like “Sleep time”. If she cries, just wait a 
while. When the cries escalate, pick the baby up and comfort her 
until she is calm and then put her back down in the cot. You might 
find that your baby will cry even louder when you put her back 
down. But you just got to repeat this process until your baby sleeps in 
the cot. If your baby ended up sleeping in your arms, then that’s a big 
“No No” because you have not taught her to fall asleep on her own in 
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the cot. The next time you try this again she will cry even longer just 
so she can fall asleep in your arms.  

Stay in the Room/Gradual Withdrawal 

If you are worried that your child will feel abandoned when you are 
teaching self-settling, this is a gentle method that allows you to be 
with your child as she learns to self-settle without your help anymore. 

 If you have always nursed your baby to sleep, then you need 
to unlatch your baby before she is fast asleep. You will notice 
that your baby is not sucking as hard and the sucking has 
slowed down tremendously. This is the best time for you to 
put your finger into the corner of her mouth and remove 
your nipple. She might start crying, but just try to cuddle and 
calm your baby down. Allow your baby to cry in your arms 
and cuddle her till she falls asleep. 

 Once she learned not to nurse herself to sleep, then you can 
move on to getting her to settle into the cot when she is 
drowsy. In some cases, you might find it easier for your 
husband to settle your baby, as she would know that nursing 
is not an option with Daddy. 

 If you have always cuddled her to sleep in your arms, then the 
next step is to lay her down in the cot before she is fast asleep.  

 Use keywords like “It’s sleepy time, night night” as you lay 
her down in the cot awake. 

 Get a chair and put it next to the cot. Try to soothe her by 
patting her intermittently, if needed, shushing and using 
keywords.  

 Avoid eye contact if possible. Do not engage in a conversation 
with your baby. However long it takes for her to fall asleep, 
that’s how long you will stay with her. The most important 
thing is that you see this through until she falls asleep.  
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 It might take a long time the first few days, as she expects to 
be picked up or given back the sleep props that she’s so used 
to. But you need to stay strong and stick to the plan. She 
doesn’t know what is expected of her, so crying is to be 
expected initially. 

 If you can, try not to pick her up. Try to only offer comfort 
while in her cot. You may lean over and cuddle her in the cot 
if need be. If you find the cry is too distressing, then you may 
pick her up but once she is calmed you need to put her back 
in the cot again. But I can assure you, the crying would 
probably be worse than before once you try to put her down 
again.  

 The goal is to get her to fall asleep without your help. Your 
gradual withdrawal to move on to the next degree of 
separation will help her learn that she can fall asleep on her 
own eventually. You can gradually move to the next step after 
2-3 times your baby sleep using the same way. 

 Don’t leave the room until you are sure she has fallen asleep 
otherwise you might have to start all over again. 

 Your next step would be to intervene less and only offer 
patting and shushing intermittently. Stay with her until she 
falls asleep. 

 After 3 nights of staying in the room close to the cot, you have 
to move further away from the cot. You will not be touching 
her as frequent as the first 3 nights.  

 You need to exercise your own judgment with this method 
when to help her and when to let her be. Every baby is 
different. You may find that your presence is actually over 
stimulating your baby and making it harder for her to fall 
asleep. If this is the case, then please do consider taking a step 
back. Perhaps don’t even let your baby see you. 
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 You may find it comforting to lay down next to your baby’s 
cot in the darkness. Even if your baby is crying, you are by 
their side. 

 Whichever starting point you are most comfortable with, just 
remember it’s not your job to help your baby fall asleep 
anymore. The less you intervene, the quicker your child will 
learn to self soothe. 

 This is a trust method and it will take a lot of time and 
patience on your part. You are telling your child you are there 
for her and you will respond to her cries but you do expect 
her to sleep in her cot by herself. You can offer comfort and 
reassurance and your child will feel her emotional needs are 
met. 

 This gradual withdrawal approach will work but you have to 
see it through and be 100% committed to the plan. If not, 
your baby will learn that the longer she cries, eventually you 
will give in to what she is used to and she will learn to cry 
longer in order to get what she wants. 

 Never give up halfway! Believe in your child’s capability to 
self soothe. Give her time to learn and adapt. 

“I have read multiple books on infant sleep and tried out many 
methods to help him self settle and stay asleep in his cot, however I 
never made much progress. Sleep training my son was not easy, but 
Zoe’s confidence that it would work, helped me to keep going when I 

was about to give up. I now have a son who can put himself to sleep for 
naps and at bedtime. I can actually sleep at night and have my life 

back. I am able to enjoy him so much more now and we are a much 
happier family.” 

Kimberly, mother of 3 months old baby 
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Leave & Check  

This method allows you to leave the room and check your baby after 
a predetermined amount of time. This method will generally involve 
more crying but the entire process will be much shorter than stay in 
the room/gradual withdrawal and pick up put down method. As long 
as you are consistent with it, you will see the positive results. This 
method works well when you find that your presence is actually over 
stimulating your baby and making it harder for her to fall asleep.  

 

 After your routine, you will lay your baby down in the cot, 
kiss goodnight and then leave the room altogether. You 
should close the door so that your baby can’t see you.  

 Wait for 5 minutes, if possible 10 minutes, from the moment 
your baby starts crying. The reason I said 10 minutes is 
because that’s usually how long it takes for a child to fall 
asleep. If by 10 minutes, your child is still crying then go back 
in, comfort and reassure her by shushing, patting and using 
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your sleep keywords. Don’t engage in any conversation and 
try to avoid eye contact. 

 You can either wait till the baby is calm then leave the room, 
or just go in for a max of 1-2 minutes to do your part and 
then leave the room again.  

 If during the waiting time of say 10 minutes, your baby 
pauses in crying for longer than 3 seconds, you should reset 
the timer and wait for another 10 minutes.  

 The pause in crying actually meant that they are starting to 
become sleepy and drowsy and if you check on them, it may 
actually delay their sleep.  

 You will wait another 10 minutes again before you go in. 
Keep repeating this process until she is asleep, however long it 
takes!  

 If your older baby is standing up, just gently lay her down – 
repeat up to 3 - 5 times. She might find it’s a game with you, 
then just let her be and pat on the mattress to get her to lie 
down by herself. Some babies who have never been put to the 
cot awake may not even know that they have to lie down to 
sleep. Let them discover on their own. 

 The most important thing is to listen to her cries. If she is just 
fussing and whining and the volume of her cries are actually 
getting lower, then stay out. Only intervene when her cries 
escalate and she seems like she’s in distress. 

 If you don’t want to time the interval, then just use your own 
discretion. Return to her only when you find her cries are 
getting louder and too distressing. When you go in, you may 
have to pick her up to calm her but don’t let her fall asleep in 
your arms. When she’s calm put her back down and repeat 
the process again. 

 Now don’t be alarmed that when she sees you, her cries will 
get even louder. This is totally normal. She doesn’t know what 
is expected of her. She’s tired and she wants to sleep but she’s 
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not sure how to. She has always relied on you to help her and 
now she doesn’t get it anymore. She will be protesting of this 
new change.  

 You are teaching her that you expect her to go to sleep in her 
cot without your help and she will get the message if you are 
consistent. Babies are very smart and adaptable.  

Cry It Out 

I often get asked this question by parents if my methods involve CIO. 
To me, letting a baby “cry it out” implies that you have done nothing 
to prepare your child for sleep training and you are just going to put 
your baby into her cot, close the door and walk away! That is in my 
opinion, totally unfair to your child and I would certainly not 
recommend such treatment. However, as you know, none of the 
methods can guarantee no crying at all as your child’s form of 
communication whether they are hungry, frustrated, angry, unhappy 
or annoyed is by way of crying. When we begin to change the way a 
child has fallen asleep for several months, they usually would show 
some protest. Since a baby cannot speak, they cry when they don’t 
like something. Factors such as the age, personality and temperament 
of your child will affect the amount of crying. Of all the methods, 
CIO attracts the most controversy as baby doesn’t get offered any 
reassurance and comfort. 

“When my boy was 10 weeks old, I realized he wasn’t sleeping by 
himself and if he was, I was nursing him to sleep, rocked him on a 

swing or carried him around in a baby carrier. As first time parents, 
we thought that this was ‘normal’ as we have also met other parents 

who did likewise. He would cry and fuss during feeding time and 
needed to be constantly carried even during his awake time. My 

husband and I thought that he was a high need baby. When he turned 
14 weeks old, his naps shortened to 30 minutes and I knew sleep 
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regression has caught up with him. He was waking up 4 to 6 times a 
night! With insufficient sleep, I was exhausted and frustrated. A friend 
recommended me to approach Zoe for her guidance in sleep training 

and we are glad we made this decision. Zoe was clear in her 
instructions, gave us sound advice and encouragement and was there 
to clarify our doubts and the misconceptions surrounding sleep. Her 

experience and knowledge are indispensable to the success of our son’s 
ability to sleep independently. We cannot thank you enough for being 

a blessing to our family.” 

Geraldine, mother of 4 months old baby 

THE CRYING DEBATE 

A quick search through the Internet about sleep training will show 
you thousands of articles discussing about baby’s sleep and the many 
supporters for sleep training and also many against it. Those against 
it are usually parents who are totally against the idea of a baby crying 
and they feel that babies shouldn’t be allowed to cry without being 
responded to. This is where the issue gets taken out of context and 
blown out of proportion as some parents begin to think that sleep 
training is solely for parents who are okay with hearing their babies 
cry it out. 

Sleep training is not about that at all. Sleep training is about fostering 
healthy sleep habits for your child by putting all the pieces of the 
puzzle together to make them fit. As you have learned, your child 
needs to be well fed, not overtired when put to bed and given the 
opportunity to learn to self-settle. Teaching your baby to self-settle at 
this age may pose a bit of a challenge as your baby is so used to a 
certain routine or habit that you have instilled since she was born.  

As parents, we are jolted easily by our baby’s slightest expression of 
discomfort or dismay. Our instinct is to do anything in our power to 
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stop our little one from crying. When we fail to put a stop to the 
floodgate of tears, we feel like a complete failure and we feel uneasy 
and frustrated. A baby’s cries invoke a lot of emotions and struggles 
within us. Perhaps we feel that we are bad parents if we ever let our 
babies cry and not respond to their needs.  

In my humble opinion, crying is very much a normal part of our 
baby’s development. Being able to distinguish why our baby is crying 
will definitely give us the upper hand and preclude us from being an 
emotional wreck by the end of the day. Again, this is why routine is 
so important. It allows us to decipher their cries much better and 
allow us to better respond to our baby’s need. There are generally 4 
different types of crying. Hunger cries, discomfort cries, protest cries 
and overtired cries. The first two cries are crucial and need to be 
attended and responded to in an instance. The latter two would 
require you to develop the wait and see approach. What is crying? 
Crying is a form of communication for baby. In fact, it is the only 
way they can communicate with us right now until they can form 
words. 

Can you go a day without talking? So, it's impossible for a child not 
to cry. It's important that we respond to their cries. We need to 
respond to their cries of hunger and discomfort. But what about cries 
of struggle or protest?  

Cries of struggle or protest cries is something we just have to cope 
with when our babies are learning to sleep on their own. They are 
tired and they are just trying to release their stress that has been built 
up in them. Let them release it instead of coaxing them or shushing 
them.  

Tell me, don't you feel better after a cry yourself? So why are we not 
letting our babies cry when they are overtired? They just need to have 
some stress release cries that's all. 
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There are a lot of misconceptions about sleep training. Some people 
think sleep training means you let the baby cry it out and get 
themselves tired then they will fall asleep. Some people think sleep 
training means getting your baby to sleep through the night no 
matter what it takes. Even if they are hungry just let them be. Some 
think it's very unnatural to sleep train a baby. Well let me try to clear 
all these misconceptions. Sleep training as the world likes to call it - 
should be called sleep untraining. Because if you really think about it, 
when you took your baby home from the hospital they were able to 
sleep after you fed them and changed them right? Then slowly as 
their sleep patterns changed due to the biological development of 
their brain, it became harder for them to fall asleep easily. Then what 
do you start doing? You introduce a pacifier to shush them from 
crying and to help them sleep, which is fair enough because babies 
love the sucking reflex. And if you breastfeed your baby you thought 
oh maybe you can nurse them to sleep, then it became so frequent 
you wondered how can they possibly be hungry every hour? Then 
when that didn't work, what else did you do? You started rocking and 
cuddling them to sleep, and then that worked quite well but then 
they got bigger and heavier and then you realized oh my goodness 
your arms feel like they are going to fall off. So, then you thought oh 
okay maybe I will get a hammock/yao lan, and thanks to technology 
(which do make our lives easier or lazier) we don't even have to sit 
there to rock them anymore. But do you see the problems with all the 
pictures I have painted? Now tell me who has been training your 
baby to sleep with all the sleep props in the first place?  

There are some very strong opinions formed regarding crying, not 
just on the Internet but sometimes even within own family members. 
There will be opinions scaring you into thinking that no crying 
should ever be allowed with your baby. It makes you a bad parent if 
you ever let her cry. Or she will not be able to develop well mentally 
or emotionally with all the crying. Like a coin, there are always two 
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sides to it. Thankfully there are also some intelligent, insightful, 
compassionate voices of reason out there. Experts like Magda Gerber 
and Dr. Aletha Solter are strong advocates for your baby’s emotional 
health and yours too. Through their research and experiences, they 
help us to understand that an infant’s cries are not only normal and 
okay, they also serve an important purpose. When they cry, our job is 
to tune in, provide help, love and support as needed, but not 
necessarily stop the crying.  

4 REASONS TO CALM DOWN WHEN YOUR CHILD 
CRIES 

1. When We Are Calm, We Can Think And Respond Better 

When we react quickly to our baby’s crying and try to stop the cries, 
we are not actually taking the time to listen and understand our 
baby’s cues. We need to stop and tune in and understand why she is 
crying. 

 

“An anxious and irritated parent (crying does irritate!) will most likely 
do what brings the fastest relief – give the breast or bottle. The baby 
almost always accepts it, calms down and often falls asleep. Of course, 
this is the right solution if the baby is hungry. However, if the baby has 
other needs (for instance being tired or having pain), she will learn to 
expect food in response to these other needs and grasp the breast or 
bottle even though she is not hungry.” 

Magda Gerber, Dear Parent: Caring for Infants With Respect  
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“Why is it so difficult to hold a crying baby and to accept the crying? 
Probably because few people were allowed to cry as much as needed 
when they were little. Your parents may have tried to stop you from 
crying when you were a baby. Perhaps they gave you a pacifier, or kept 
trying to feed you, or jiggled you every time you cried, thinking this 
was what you needed at the moment. Perhaps they tried to distract you 
with toys, music, or games, when all you needed was their undivided 
attention and loving arms so that you could continue with your 
crying.” 

Dr. Aletha Solter, Aware Parenting  

 

2. Recognise Our Own Discomfort With Crying  

The fact that we get all flustered when our baby’s crying could be due 
to our own discomfort when dealing with tears. 

“Our culture tends to block and suppress the healthy expression of deep 
emotions. Some adults remember being punished, threatened, or even 
abused when they cried as children. Others remember their parents 
using kinder methods to stop them from crying, perhaps through food 
or other distractions. This early repression of crying could be one factor 
leading to the use of chemical agents later in life to repress painful 
emotions.” 

Dr. Aletha Solter  
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“It’s painful to listen to a crying baby. Grown-ups tend to overreact to 
a child’s cry. Why? Because crying often stirs up painful memories of 
our own childhood, churning up issues of abandonment and fear. 
Perhaps as babies or young children we were not allowed to cry and 
were distracted or were reproached when we did. Our children’s tears 
may trigger in us these buried memories of rage, helplessness, or terror, 
taking us back to those early years. Our baby’s message may then 
become muddled in our own issues. Try to listen to your baby to hear 
what she is saying.” 

Magda Gerber  

 

3. Crying Is Natural, Healthy Healing 

Crying is a way for our baby to communicate with us. Tears contain 
cortisol, the stress hormone. When we cry, we are literally releasing 
stress from our bodies. Overtiredness crying is a healthy way for 
babies to release the tension build up from accumulated sleep debt. 
You will notice that after a good cry, your baby will feel much better.  

“Fortunately, babies come equipped with a repair kit, and can 
overcome the effects of stress through the natural healing mechanism of 
crying. Research has shown that people of all ages benefit from a good 
cry, and tears help to restore the body’s chemical balance following 
stress.” 

Dr. Aletha Solter  
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“All healthy babies cry. We would worry if they didn’t cry – no infant 
can be raised without crying. Respond to the baby, reflecting that you 
are there and that eventually you will understand the reasons for the 
crying.” 

Magda Gerber  

 

4. Keep Calm and Carry On 

When we are flustered, we tend to make silly and rash decisions. 
When we are calm and collected we tend to make rational and 
calculated decisions. When babies cry, like many of us, they just want 
to be heard, understood, and helped if possible. Help doesn’t mean 
we respond to every whimper and cry. Sometimes help means you 
calmly support them from afar so that they can fully express 
themselves. I like to give my clients this analogy. Imagine teaching 
your child to ride a bike. First perhaps you would get her a set of 
training wheels, a helmet and some elbow and knee pads to prevent 
injury. Then later on, once she’s mastered pedalling, you would 
eventually let her try without the training wheels. You would 
patiently teach your child and then let go of the handles so she could 
pedal by herself. If you don’t let go, she would never be able to learn 
to ride a bike on her own. If she cries when she falls, you are going to 
calmly pick her up and help her on the bike again. I don’t think any 
parents would say, they will never let go of the bicycle handles 
anymore. 

To me letting your baby cry is respecting her voice and 
acknowledging her feelings when you allow her to express herself. 
Sometimes your baby just wants to fuss and whine if she’s overtired 
before she sleeps and when she cries in between sleep cycles, that’s 
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just a healthy way of her learning to connect to the next sleep cycles. 
It’s like us tossing and turning before we find a comfortable position 
to fall back to sleep. But with our babies, they might let off some 
whimper or cries. I strongly recommend that you do the pause and 
allow some time for your baby to learn to self soothe before you 
respond to her right away.  

Of course, I am by no means advocating that you do not respond to 
your child’s cries. In fact, if you find that your child’s cries are 
distressing and need immediate attention, then by all means 
responds to her call. Pausing doesn’t mean you become 
unresponsive, it means that you will be an active listener and 
understand why your baby is crying. Perhaps shushing, rocking, 
jiggling may not work so you might want to just quietly put baby 
down in her cot so that she can have the space and time to unwind 
and not be overly stimulated with your presence.  

I have met hundreds of families whose babies are just overtired and 
sleep deprived and they cannot get themselves back to sleep at night 
without help. Overtired babies are quite often cranky or hyperactive. 
Parents themselves are tired. Some were in tears when they met me 
either due to the sleep deprivation or feeling rather helpless with 
dealing with a fussy and cranky baby all the time. When you are 
exhausted, you simply cannot think straight. You will start making 
poor judgment and decisions. All this will have an adverse effect on 
your baby, yourself and every member of the household. If left 
‘untreated’, it becomes a vicious cycle, as the more sleep deprived 
your baby is, the harder it is for her to sleep better and longer. As 
such, it is essential that you teach your baby to sleep well in the most 
supportive and reassuring way possible. Letting your child leave in a 
perpetual state of tiredness is by far worse than letting her cry for a 
few days. Sleep training is the best short-term training for a long-
term solution, which will help you create a loving home with a well-
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rested child and well-rested parents. You should not assume sleep 
training means letting your baby cry it out for days without 
responding to their needs. A child who is not getting a good night’s 
sleep for months and years will be affected in their development 
physically, mentally and emotionally. It’s our job as parents to nurse 
them back to health and give them the best start in life which is 
proper rest and sleep. 

 Be patient. It takes time to change a habit that your child is so 
used to.  

 Whichever methods you choose, please stick to it from start 
to finish. These methods do work but only if you are 100% 
consistent. Do not give up halfway. Make sure you see it 
through to the finish line. 

 Be strong. I know it’s not easy to hear your baby protest and 
cry. Remind yourself why you are teaching your baby to sleep. 
Sleep deprivation is damaging to your baby and the whole 
family. Get support from your family members. You are all in 
this together! 

 Things will get worse before they become better, simply 
because your baby just would not like the new change in her 
usual routine. So, she may end up fighting sleep or she may 
end up being afraid of her cot even but don’t worry, that’s 
perfectly normal. Give her time to adapt to this new routine. 
The key thing to remember is that it will get better! 

 Your baby does not know what is expected of her. So, it’s 
important you send a clear message for every sleeping time, 
naps and bedtime. 

 You should begin to see improvements usually by day 4 or 5 
onwards. Sometimes may be earlier if you are lucky! 
However, it really depends on your child’s age, temperament, 
how consistent you are in implementing them. Do not give 
up halfway because this is just unfair to your baby. 
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 On average my clients report back that it takes about a week 
and some maybe 3-4 weeks for them to achieve their success 
story. Most of the times, it really depends on what method 
you choose and how quickly you progress with it. 

 Keeping a sleep diary will help you learn more about your 
baby’s rhythms and know when to put baby down for sleep. 

 If your baby falls sick during this sleep training time, then 
comfort your baby more and retrain her when she is better. 

 If you have a bad or rough day, just hang in there. Just know 
you are not alone. Even I have had bad days especially when I 
sacrificed my baby’s sleep in order to go out. But it’s not a big 
deal, just put it behind you and move on. Tomorrow is 
another new day! 

 Stay positive. Your baby can sense your anxiety if you dread 
putting her to sleep. Be cheerful and jovial when preparing 
her for bed and praise her when she is awake from her sleep. 
She will love going to sleep more if you make a big fuss about 
it. Give her lots of praises, hugs and kisses when she’s awake 
and let her know how proud you are that she went to bed all 
by herself! Remember our kids love attention!  
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PART FIVE: TODDLER YEARS (1 YEAR & UP) 

 

 

s your infant grows into a toddler, he is constantly learning and 
developing new strategies to get the things he wants and needs 

from the world around him. You may have a baby who’s been self-
settling so well all this while, or you may have a baby who has been 
able to sleep while you hold, cuddle, pat or sing to him. However, 
things changed and you found yourself having a toddler who keeps 
waking up in the middle of the night, refusing to go back to sleep.  

 

A 
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Your toddler may also discover that he can call the shots if you let 
him. He may start wanting to sleep later because he would rather play 
than go to bed. He may start wanting to sleep in your bed rather than 
his if you allow him to do so. This will become even more of a 
problem as your child gets older and soon you will find that you and 
your husband are separated in bed by a toddler who throws a 
tantrum if you ever try and put him back in his cot. And if you think 
a baby’s tantrum is bad it is nothing compared to an angry toddler 
who is used to having things his way. 

Whining is a good strategy of our kids to get what they want because 
they know most of the time, we just can’t stand the whining and 
would give in to what they want. Crying, screaming, hitting, 
throwing tantrums are other common strategies our toddlers use to 
get what they want. I have a strong-willed child and I cannot recall 
how many times he whined, screamed and cried just to get what he 
wants. Most of the times it doesn’t work because I stick to my guns, 
but it does work with Daddy a lot more I must admit. My husband 
really can’t stand the incessant whining so he does give in to my son a 
lot more than I would.  

For example, if my child has learned that whining is a good way to 
get Mom or Dad to give him gadget time, you can bet that he will 
start whining whenever he wants to play on the iPad. Sure, we might 
get upset with the whining, but the bottom line is that if he ends up 
with an iPad in his hands, then his strategy has worked! Brilliantly 
too might I add. 

We can’t really blame toddlers for this kind of behaviour. They are 
growing and changing from helpless infants into independent little 
people, and they must always explore their boundaries to discover 
what is acceptable and what is not. They are developing a sense of self 
and may want to do more and more things on their own. My clients 
would use words like “stubborn”, “persistent”, “strong willed” to 
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describe their toddlers. Even myself, I have a strong-willed child who 
is constantly testing his boundaries. But don’t fret. I have read that 
strong willed child will go on to be a successful person as they are 
determined and they have the never give up attitude. However, it is 
quite a tough personality to deal with especially during the toddler 
years. 

There are two jars that you need to make sure you constantly filled 
up in order for your toddler to feel good about himself. The two jars 
are Attention and Power. Spending some one on one time with your 
child will help fill up the Attention jar. Giving your toddler some 
options such as which bedtime stories to choose, which of the two 
pyjamas he would like to wear, will get his Power jar filled up.  

SLEEP PLAN FOR TODDLERS 

 If your child has not been given a room of his own all this 
while, then now would be the best time. The reason being is 
that you are sending him a clear message that he now has to 
take ownership of his own process of falling asleep. 

 Do not transition him to a toddler’s bed yet! You may find 
that you will have a constant visitor coming to your bed in the 
middle of the night if you do so. I strongly recommend letting 
your toddler sleep in the cot until he’s at least 3 years old. 
After that age, he can be reasoned with more and he will 
understand the consequences of his actions. 

 Health professionals like dentists and doctors recommend 
that parents stop giving bottles to babies after their first 
birthday. Some parents are reluctant to wean their babies off 
the bottles because for most the bottles are used as sleep 
props to get their toddlers to bed. If this is the case for your 
toddler, then I would suggest you use the sippy cup instead to 
offer milk. Your child will protest initially, but once he knows 
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having milk is no longer an option using the bottle, he will be 
more willing to drink milk from a cup. 

 Early bedtime for your toddler will be the best way to help 
reduce sleep debts that your child has accumulated for the 
past months or years! I often suggest clients to get their 
toddlers to bed between 7pm to 8pm. In fact, if your toddler 
has not been napping at all, then 6pm would be an ideal 
bedtime.  

 Giving your toddler a fun and relaxing bedtime routine is the 
way to get your child to understand when bedtime is near. 
Consistent and predictable steps will send a clear signal to 
your child that bedtime is approaching. For e.g., bath, change 
into pajamas, story time and then lullabies. All this should be 
around 20-30 minutes long. If the routine is too long, then 
your child may get overtired and if it’s too short, then there 
might not be enough time for your child to unwind and there 
is not enough sleep pressure for your child to fall asleep.  

 Communication is important. Talk to your child about this 
new sleep plan. I like to practice respectful parenting and this 
means when you are implementing a new change to your 
child’s usual routine, he needs to be made aware of it by you 
telling him many times during the day how bedtime is going 
to be different from the usual. He will understand even 
though he may not be able to communicate back to you.  

 Toddlers love to have control over their sleep situation, so 
you may find it useful to give your child some power by 
letting him decide which pajamas or bedtime stories he would 
like to wear or read. Remember only to offer two or three 
options otherwise you might be waiting there for a long time 
for your toddler to decide because this is also a good way for 
them to delay their bedtime. Ultimately you are the boss and 
you are in charge. Making bedtime non-negotiable will be a 
good way for your child to learn that they need to be 
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respectful of their sleep time and you will not tolerate any 
attempts to delay it. 

“Our toddler who used to wake up 2-3 times a night for milk now 
sleeps through the night from 8:30pm to 7am. Zoe helped put things in 
perspective and gave us the confidence to do what we needed to do. He 

is sleeping well now and happy to put himself to sleep in the cot.” 

Li Jun, mother of 2 years old toddler 

SELF-SETTLING METHODS FOR TODDLER 

The methods (Stay in the Room/Gradual Withdrawal and Leave & 
Check) suggested in Part Four for infants would work for toddlers as 
well. You can refer to that section. 

I will cover in detail certain scenarios that may happen with toddlers 
when teaching them the art of self-settling. 

What Happens When My Toddler Sits or Stands In The Cot? 

Chances are your toddler will not want to lie down when you first 
put her down in the cot to let her fall asleep on her own. When she 
stands up or sits up, just lie her back down gently telling her your 
sleepy words. You can repeat this process about 5 times, after which 
if she absolutely won’t lie down, then just allow her to continue 
sitting or standing. You will find that if she lies down by herself 
without you forcing her, she would be more willing to calm down 
than if you were to force her. 

Some babies who have never been put to the cot awake don’t even 
know they need to lie down in order to sleep. Just let them discover 
this on their own. If your little one dozes off standing, gently put her 
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down. Yes, she may wake up and start crying but that’s better than 
her falling over and hurting herself. 

What to Do If Your Toddler Gets Out Of Bed? 

If your child sleeps in a bed and tries to get up and walk around 
instead, then you will have to leave the room. Give her a verbal 
warning first. If she does it again the second time, you will follow 
through your warning and leave the room. Close the door behind 
you and hold it close for 5 minutes. 

I know most likely your toddler will be screaming and crying, but 
please don’t give in to her antics. Hold the door closed for 5 full 
minutes and then go back in. Tell your toddler if she goes back to 
bed, you will sit next to her bed. If she absolutely won’t comply, then 
add another 10 minutes to your waiting time. Rinse and repeat. 
Eventually she will realize it’s a much better idea to lie down and try 
to sleep than getting the door closed on her each time she refuses to 
get into bed. You may also tell her that you promise that you will 
check on her and give her a kiss at night while she is asleep before 
you go to bed. 

What to Do If Your Toddler Throws Up? 

This is a rare occasion but if you do have a toddler who protests till 
she throws up then just calmly clean up the mess, change the bed 
sheets, change her pajamas and take a break from the sleep training. 
Give your child a cuddle and give her another feed or a sip of water if 
necessary. Once she’s calm, then put her back in the cot and start 
again. Some parents are afraid to continue once their child throws 
up, but this would be a mistake because your child will soon learn 
that throwing up would be the ticket to getting her to fall asleep with 
your help each and every time.  
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THE BOTTOM LINE 

Your toddler will most likely try every trick in the book to prolong 
bedtime but it’s important that you don’t give in to her demands. I 
know toddlers can be very stubborn and persistent. One of my clients 
told me her toddler would not lie down to sleep and rather doze off 
standing up for more than 3 hours long. The good news is that this 
toddler finally went to sleep, and her mom said that after a few 
nights, she went to bed willingly lying down without any fuss at all. 
The key is for you to be even more persistent than your toddler and 
make bedtime or naptime non-negotiable. Sleep problems often 
occur because parents believe the best approach to tantrums and 
upsets is to try to avoid them altogether. In fact, allowing your child 
to express her displeasure will improve her emotional well-being and 
would eventually help her sleep through the night. 

The most important thing to note is that you should not give up and 
let your child get out of bed, climb into bed with you, or give her 
back whatever sleep prop she was used to. If you allow her to cry and 
protest for say 1 hour and then you finally give in to whatever it is 
that she wanted. Rest assured, she will be crying twice as long the 
next day, so that she will ultimately get you to perhaps lie down next 
to her to fall asleep just like you have always been. Remember, 
toddlers are very smart and they will learn to call the shots if you let 
them. You need to be the one in charge and your toddler needs to 
know that. Your toddler may like to test their boundaries but they 
will feel more secure knowing you are in charge. The most important 
thing is to give them lots of love, attention and positive 
reinforcement when they wake up in the morning. They need to 
learn that while there might be changes in their usual bedtime rituals, 
but your love for them has not changed. Tell them how proud you 
are of them being able to sleep independently.  
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Above all remember you are not trying to be mean or cruel to your 
child’s need of relying on you to fall asleep. Letting your child live in 
a perpetual state of tiredness is by far worse than letting her protest 
for a few nights. By teaching your child how to fall asleep 
independently, she can sleep through the night and that’s the best gift 
you can give to your child.  

 
 

“Your toddlers may like to test their boundaries but they will feel more 
secure knowing you are in charge.” 
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PART SIX: 20 FAQS & SOLUTIONS TO 
COMMON SLEEP PROBLEMS 

 

 

1. My 8 Months Old Baby Is Waking Up Multiple Times At Night 
For Feed. 

f your baby is feeding well during the day and gaining weight well, 
then chances are she’s waking up out of habit. You can definitely 

wean her off this feed. If you are breastfeeding, you can either go cold 
turkey or comfort her in other ways as discussed in the self-settling 
teaching methods section or gradually reduce the amount of time 
you offer her each night. If you are bottle feeding, reduce the volume 
of milk gradually over a number of nights. Once she is used to taking 
a smaller amount, stop offering a bottle and use one of the self 
settling techniques. 

2. My Baby Can Only Nap Longer When He’s in The Yao Lan 
(Baby Hammock). 

Sleeping in the yao lan is not the safest place for your baby to get his 
restful sleep. There are lots of risks factors to consider such as 
difficulty for your baby to breathe if he rolled to the side, he might 
injure himself if he falls out of the hammock or worse if the 
hammock is not of good quality and the spring gets detached from 

I 
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the base causing the baby to fall. The main reason why your baby is 
able to sleep longer in the hammock is because your baby associates 
the rocking motion as soothing and it helps to lull him back to sleep 
if he wakes up from one sleep cycle. My advice is always to get your 
baby to sleep in the cot where it’s the safest. Your baby needs to learn 
to settle to sleep in his own cot. When he rouses between sleep cycles, 
if he finds the condition he fell asleep in is still the same i.e. no 
rocking, then he can resettle back to sleep easily without having to be 
rocked to connect to the next cycle. 

3. I Have to Latch My Baby To Sleep Every Time And He Would 
Wake Up Every 2 Hours At Night Wanting To Be Latched Again. I 
Am Just Exhausted! 

It’s tiring for moms when they are doing double duties – not just to 
provide nutrition with their breasts but also to be used as sleep props 
to get their baby to sleep. In all honesty, our babies are not born with 
sleep associations. I know most people like to call it sleep training 
when the baby is not sleeping well but if you really think about it, it’s 
should be called sleep ‘untraining.’ This is because, unfortunately you 
have been the one training your baby to fall asleep by feeding. If you 
always feed your baby to sleep, then this is the only way your baby 
knows how to fall asleep. Of course, initially during the first few 
weeks of your newborn lives, you should just go with the flow, don’t 
worry too much, just get to know your new bundle of joy, establish 
your feeding and bonding. Sometimes you might end up nursing 
your baby to sleep but that’s fine because your newborn is still very 
small and sleepy and may struggle to stay awake to feed properly. 
However, try not to nurse your newborn to sleep ALL the time, but 
sometimes try putting him down to bed awake but drowsy. 

If your baby is older, then you should definitely try the EASY cycle. 
Eat, Activity, Sleep, Your time. You need to completely disassociate 
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feeding and sleeping. The moment your baby is awake, feed him, let 
him play and then get him to sleep. This EASY cycle is an easy way 
(pun intended!) to get your baby to have a full feeding each time as 
he would be waking up energetic and full of energy to suck rather 
than getting too tired and too sleepy to suck. 

Try to unlatch your baby before he starts to use your nipple like a 
pacifier. You would know when your baby is just using you as a prop. 
When your baby is not sucking vigorously anymore, then you can 
slowly unlatch. If he roots for the nipple again, then just give him a 
cuddle and comfort him. After a while, you would know when your 
baby is sucking for comfort or sucking for milk. Letting your baby 
suckle for comfort will cause your baby to wake up often in between 
sleep cycles as he needs to suck to fall back to sleep. 

4. It Took Me 1 Hour to Get My Baby To Sleep By Rocking, 
Cuddling And Patting And She Only Slept For 30 Minutes For A 
Nap. 

The number 1 reason why your baby isn’t sleeping well and long 
enough is because you helped your baby to fall asleep in the first 
place. When she wakes up from one sleep cycle which is typically 
about 30-40 minutes long, (you can refer to Part 1: Science of Sleep 
to understand your child’s natural sleep cycle) she would want the 
same thing to be repeated back to her when she fell asleep at the first 
stage. So, when you rock your baby to sleep initially, when she gets to 
the lighter part of the sleep cycle, chances are she would wake up 
because she does not know how to connect to the next sleep cycle on 
her own. Once your baby has mastered the art of self-settling you can 
be assured that her naps will become longer and more solid. You can 
say goodbye to catnaps and say hello to rock solid naps which 
typically could last more than an hour and a half or your baby may 
even surprise you with a 3-hour long nap! Naps will take longer to 
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establish (possibly a couple of weeks or more) compared to night 
sleep. Don’t give up, stay consistent and you will achieve your results. 

5. My Baby Just Won’t Nap at All. 

A baby who doesn’t nap is definitely without a doubt an overtired 
baby. I always tell my clients this: sleep promotes sleep. If your baby 
naps well during the day, she can definitely sleep better at night. If 
you are consistent and do the same thing every time when you put 
your baby down for her nap she will eventually learn that naps are 
equally important as bedtime. Try a self-settling method and stick 
with it. If you give up half way, then surely you are going to fail. Your 
baby will become confused and she doesn’t know what is expected of 
her. In fact, you would have wasted your initial efforts and reinforce 
the crying. This to me is unfair for your child. You need to be 
consistent and give your child ample time to learn a new behavior. 
Giving up as your baby is finally getting the message is just not a wise 
move at all. 

6. My Baby Fell Asleep On Her Own After 15 Minutes Of Protest. 
But She Wakes Up After A Short Nap Of 20 Minutes Crying Out 
for Me. What Do I Do? 

It’s good that you let her fall asleep on her own when you put her 
down for nap. Initially she may wake up after a short nap because she 
hasn’t learned to connect to the next sleep cycle on her own yet. For 
her to stay asleep, she’s going to need your help. You will help her by 
not doing anything at first. You are going to have to pause and wait. 
If you can, wait for 10 minutes before you go in. Quite often babies 
experience partial arousal and will cry and fuss when they come to a 
lighter part of their sleep cycles. If you wait a while, your baby will 
have the chance to connect to the next sleep cycle on her own as well 
without your help. If you have been going in to pick your baby up 
every time she wakes after a short nap, then she would assume that 
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her nap time is over. My advice is to leave your baby in the cot to 
rest, until it’s nearly almost time for her next feed. This way, she 
would understand that her nap is not over yet and she may fall back 
to sleep again. With time, repetition and consistency, your baby 
might even surprise you with more than 2 hours nap each time.  

7. My 9 Months Old Baby Is Waking Up At 5am. 

Early rising is often due to overtiredness. If she wakes up at 5am, I 
would still treat it like a regular night awakening and wait till it’s 
almost 6am before I go to her and get her up to feed and start the 
day. If you keep feeding her at 5am or if you bring her to bed with 
you, you will only end up reinforcing this habit and she will keep 
waking up at this hour because she is being rewarded with this early 
waking. 

8. My 5 Months Old Baby Has Been Sleeping Through the Night 
For The Past Two Months And Recently Started To Wake Up 
Around Midnight. Should I Feed Him? 

Don’t assume right away that your son needs a feed at this time. 
There could be a number of factors, it could be that he is overtired 
from too much activities during the day – so he wakes up at night 
easily. Try to pause for 10 minutes before responding to his calls, if 
he still doesn’t settle, then you can go to him. Try to settle him 
without feeding. If he is genuinely hungry, then he will be sure to let 
you know. In which case, he may be going through a growth spurt 
and I would feed him. But growth spurt doesn’t last for weeks. It’s 
usually just for a couple of days or so. 

9. My Baby Can Fall Asleep in My Arms But As Soon As I Transfer 
Her To The Cot, She Would Either Wake Up Immediately Or 
Shortly After. 
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Don’t do the transfer. Imagine if you fell asleep in your living room’s 
sofa and then somehow when you woke up, you are in your bed. 
Wouldn’t you be scared and get disoriented? This is what happens 
with your baby when you try to transfer her from your arms to the 
cot. When she rouses between sleep cycle and find herself in another 
place different from your arms, she will cry because she feels insecure 
and she doesn’t know how to fall back to sleep without being rocked. 
Always make sure that your baby falls asleep in the same condition 
that you would want her to wake up to.  

10. My Baby Has Learned to Roll Over When He Sleeps And He 
Will Cry Each Time He Flips Over. Should I Go in To Help Him? 

This is really a matter of preference. I personally believe that your 
baby is quite capable of discovering his own favorite sleeping 
position. I was always putting my baby down on her back to sleep as 
it was safest and by the time she learned to roll over to her tummy, 
there was no turning back. She just rolled over one day and slept like 
a baby after that. If your baby hasn’t gotten himself into an unsafe 
position, then I would just wait and see. He might surprise you and 
fall asleep on his own too in this new position. However, if his cries 
get too distressing, then perhaps you can help him out and flip him 
back. But just be mindful that you may have to keep doing it for the 
next few nights until he’s able to roll himself back again. Another way 
you can try is to train your child to fall asleep in that position so that 
he wouldn’t mind being in that position when he rolls over.  

11. My 2-Year-Old Protests And Throws A Lot Of Tantrums At 
Bedtime. She Just Refused to Go To Bed And Will Only Fall 
Asleep If I Bring Her To My Bed. 

First of all, she needs to learn that she can fall asleep on her own in 
her own bed. Ideally you should let her sleep in her own cot. Do not 
graduate her to a toddler bed yet because at this age, she doesn’t 
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understand consequences yet and you will most definitely have a 
constant night time visitor coming to your bed every night. Keep her 
in the cot until she’s at least 3 years old because by that age she would 
hopefully understand rewards and consequences much better. 

Toddlers can be very persistent. However, you need to let your 
toddler know who’s in charge. It may be hard to believe but with 
time, repetition and consistency, your toddler will soon learn that 
bedtime is non-negotiable and that she would eventually go to bed 
without much fuss. If you do the stay in the room technique, your 
angry child may not look like she appreciates you being there but she 
does. Let her get through her anger and frustration without trying to 
distract her or to fix them. Don’t engage in a conversation with her 
and do not get angry, even negative attention is a reward in itself for 
some children. Just offer keywords to tell her it’s bedtime. If you 
want to win this battle you will have to ignore all her little attempts to 
delay bedtime.  

12. What Do I Do When My Child Is Sick? Do I Still Sleep Train 
Him? Should I Start My Sleep Plan When My Child Is Unwell?  

Well the short answer to that is no. You don’t start the sleep program 
when your child is sick. Wait until your child is reasonably healthy 
then you can start the sleep program. Why do I say that you asked? 
Well, for one thing – you know your child will be more clingy and 
cranky when he’s unwell. So why change his sleep habit when he’s 
unwell and cranky? It will make it doubly hard for you to distinguish 
his cries as you won’t be certain whether the cry is related to his 
illness or is it just a cry of struggling with the new routine. 

So, what if your child is sick and you are to the point in sleep training 
where he has made substantial progress? 
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Then I would say to you just simply continue with your sleep 
training but do attend to your child as needed and at the same time 
focus on them falling asleep without your help. I remembered when 
my kids were sick, even after they have learned to self-settle, they 
would be crankier than usual which is perfectly normal (who 
wouldn’t be when they are sick?). I would still give them the exact 
same routine, give them cuddles and kisses to soothe the pain away, 
and of course medications prescribed by the paediatrician to comfort 
my sick child. Whatever they needed, I would fulfil it. However, one 
thing would always remain unchanged, I didn’t help them fall asleep. 
They would still go to bed after their bedtime routine/naptime 
routine and self-settle on their own. Just remember that just because 
they are sick, does not mean that they would suddenly need your 
help to fall asleep. The self-settling skills that they have learned will 
not simply vanish into thin air simply because they caught a nasty 
bug. So, love them, care for them and nurture them back to health 
but please remember not to help them fall asleep, that’s not your job 
anymore. 

You can choose to sleep in the room they are in if they are sick so you 
can monitor them closely and tend to their needs readily. But please 
do not bring your sick child to bed with you. This will be sure to 
undo all the sleep training progress you have made. Once your child 
is all good and healthy again, you will know it’s safe to resume your 
sleep program. Always check with your doctor if you are unsure 
about your child’s health condition. 

13. Night Sleeps Are So Much Better After A Few Nights but Naps 
Are Just Horrible! So Much Crying, Tantrums and Protest! What 
Can I Do? 

Yes naps are much harder compared to bedtime because during 
bedtime, there’s melatonin (sleep hormone) to help your baby fall 
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asleep easily. With naps on the other hand, there’s no melatonin and 
day time is just so fun. Your baby would much rather stay awake to 
play than to nap. But please don’t give up on naps because sleep 
promotes sleep. The better your baby sleeps during the day, the 
better your baby will sleep well at night as well. It will take a few 
weeks for naps to be lengthened and established properly. 

Remember things will get worse before they get better. You just need 
to cope with these protests and overtired cries for a short while until 
she learns the art of self-settling. If you can’t stand so much crying, 
then you can choose to do whatever you can to get her to nap during 
the day but just be mindful, these inconsistencies may end up 
confusing her and will make the entire sleep training process longer 
for you to see your success story.  

14. Which Method Should I Use to Sleep Teach My Baby? The Stay 
in The Room (Gradual Retreat) Or Leave and Check Method? 

Generally, I tell my clients both methods would work and what 
matters at the end of the day is their consistency in implementing 
them. 

I always believe that you should adopt the method, which suits you 
and your baby best. If you are worried that your child may feel 
abandoned, then do the stay in the room option because this option 
is gentler and allows you to be there for the first few days to help your 
baby as much as you can by reassuring him through gentle touch, 
patting intermittently and soothing keywords until he falls asleep.  

However, if you find that staying in the room only causes your baby 
to be more upset and prolong his awake time (your presence may 
over stimulate your baby and he might think you are there to play 
with him) then do the leave and check method because without your 
continuous presence your child may actually fall asleep quickly 
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without too much of a protest. The leave and check method also 
allow you to go in to reassure your child when the cries get too 
distressing.  Some clients may also choose the leave and check 
method because they have older children to attend to or they may 
have other things to do as they wait for their baby to fall asleep on 
their own. 

15. What Do I Do When My Baby Wakes Up in The Middle Of The 
Night? 

First: You wait. When your baby wakes up in the middle of the night 
(especially when you are certain it can’t be hunger cries) then please 
wait and do the pause for at least 10 minutes or so before you go to 
your baby. 

Babies often experience ‘partial arousal’ – they come to a lighter part 
of their sleep cycle and they would often wake up and then resettle 
back to sleep if you actually give them the opportunity to do so.  

Then: You may respond. If your baby is still crying distressingly and 
doesn’t look like he will resettle back to sleep even after your 
predetermined amount of time then by all means respond to his calls. 
Check on your baby to make sure he has not done any poop or 
anything else. If you are not ready to end the night feed, then give 
him your night feed but just don’t nurse him to sleep if possible. If 
you are ready to end the night feed and you believe baby is ready to 
be weaned off, then go cold turkey. Do whatever you can to soothe 
him back to sleep without giving him the feed. 

16. I Feel Bad That My Baby Is Crying So Badly. Is There Anything 
I Can Do? 

Unfortunately, when changing a habit that your baby is so used to, 
your baby will cry to protest about this new change. Furthermore, he 
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is not sure what is expected of him when you put him down in the 
cot. He is also crying because of overtiredness and the cortisol build 
up that he has accumulated from not sleeping well for the past few 
months. 

The reason why crying is healthy is that your child’s tension builds 
up is released through cries. Crying is the most effective way for a 
child to offload their feelings of upset. As parents we often tend to 
stop them from crying and try to repress their feelings. We probably 
did not realize this but we have somehow been conditioned to give 
them pacifiers, food, breast, rocking, patting, scolding and distracting 
them from crying in our attempt to make them feel better 
immediately. 

When it comes to sleep, we need to learn to let go and let our baby 
learn to fall asleep on his own. Changing the way he falls asleep is 
going to get him to cry really hard the first time you do it. This is 
perfectly normal. Don’t be alarmed. This is most likely the 
accumulated feelings of upset and stress that he needed to release. 
The gentler option is to hold him lovingly in your arms and be 
supportive about his feelings. When children cry, they need 
connection and reassurance from their parents before they can “let 
go” to sleep. 

Allow him to cry until he either is happy to be put back to bed, or 
until he falls asleep in your arms if all this while you have been 
breastfeeding him to sleep. This can take anywhere from a few 
minutes to an hour or more, depending on how much feelings have 
been pressing on him. A good cry with loving support can help your 
child heal. The more your baby cries freely, the better he will sleep. 
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17. My Baby Has Mastered the Art Of Self Settling But She Still 
Cries Before She Falls Asleep. Is That Normal? 

As a general rule of the thumb, if your baby fusses or cries lightly for 
5-15 minutes (depending on how overtired baby is before being put 
down), before sleeping then that signals that you have a baby who 
likes to unwind and release some tension/stress build up before 
falling asleep. And that’s fine. My baby does the same thing too. As 
long as your baby is able to fall asleep on her own without your help, 
then you know you are on the right track. Your baby may wake up in 
the middle of the night, but chances are she will resettle back to sleep 
without your help as well. Just be mindful that when you have not 
prioritized your baby’s naps during the day or sleep, then you would 
have to cope with an overtired and cranky baby.  

Most importantly, you know that your baby is well rested because she 
would wake up very happy in the morning with a good night’s rest.  

18. Do I Start Timing the Wake Time From The Moment My Baby 
Is Awake In The Cot Or When I Take Her Out Of The Baby Cot? 

Your baby’s wake time is from the moment they are awake. The 
reason why you don’t go in to pick your baby up yet is because you 
don’t want to reward their early waking by giving them attention 
right away.  

19. I Put My Baby for Her 3rd Nap At 5pm And She’s Crying on 
And Off and It’s Almost 6pm Now. Should I Just Skip This Nap 
and Start with Bedtime Routine? 

Yes. The witching hour for babies, usually between 4pm to 6pm is the 
hardest time to get baby to nap. So, if your baby is not able to nap at 
these hours I would suggest that you skip it and get your baby up for 
feed and then prepare her for bedtime routine instead. For other 
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days, you can also get your baby up to go for a walk in the stroller or 
babywear her to see if she can nap on the go at those hours rather 
than letting her cry for too long. This third nap is really good for 
babies less than 9 months old to help them sustain until their 
bedtime especially if you are not able to get her to bed early. Early 
bedtime would be from 6pm onwards. Therefore, if you are only able 
to get your baby down for bedtime at 7pm or 8pm, then this third 
nap which is quite often a catnap or power nap is important so that 
your baby doesn’t become overly tired and miserable. 

20. Do You Have Any Sleep Tips When I Go on a Holiday With 
My Baby?  

Please be mindful of your baby’s overtiredness even when you are out 
and about. Try to get him to have naps even if you are on the go 
either on the stroller or when you baby wear him. Try not to over-
schedule yourself. Go with the flow. Maybe your baby will be able to 
handle the stretch. Look at his sleepy cues – if you find that each time 
you put him down for his nap or bedtime and he screams his head off 
then you know he’s overtired. So, try to avoid over-scheduling if you 
can help it.  

When at a new sleep environment, try not to bed share if you could. 
Give him his own portable cot and bring his sleeping toys and try to 
mimic the same sleep setting at home as much as you could. You 
should try to give him his own space if possible. 

Your baby already has the right sleep skills so generally he’s going to 
be able to sleep anywhere. He might test his boundaries a little due to 
the change of environment but always believe he’s still capable of 
self-settling. Maybe the first couple of nights, if he is finding it hard 
to settle into the new sleep environment or he might be too overtired 
from the journey, try having a bit of quiet time together – you might 
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want to nurse him or pat him a little to settle him but generally he’s 
able to self soothe on his own. 

Jetlag is tough for all of us, not just for babies. It would probably take 
a day or two or more to get over the jetlag. Expose your baby to lots 
of sunlight during the day and darkness for bedtime and try to adjust 
his body clock as much as you can. If there is a change in time zone, 
always try to get your baby to adapt to the holiday destination’s 
timezone and get baby to stay awake even though it may be nighttime 
at your home country. 

Even if you lose your way during the holiday and had no choice but 
to nurse, rock or cuddle your baby to sleep, it’s okay! Just go with the 
flow and enjoy your holidays! When you return home, start the sleep 
plan again. The good news is retraining your baby won’t be as hard as 
the first time! 

Enjoy your holidays but do try to prioritize his sleep whenever you 
can. Always remember a well-rested child will settle down better and 
sleep better! 
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PART SEVEN: CASE STUDIES 

 

 

MARISSA – 6 WEEKS OLD, NEWBORN 

he scenario: Marissa’s mommy called me when Marissa, her 
youngest of her 4 children, was about 6 weeks old. She shared 

how she has never been able to get her 3 older kids to sleep through 
the night until they were 4 years old. Mommy told me that she’s 
having a really tough time with Marissa, and she would feel very 
anxious every time she needed to put her down to sleep. She was also 
constantly screaming at her 4-year-old son to keep the volume down, 
as Marissa would wake up easily from her sleep.  

Marissa needed to be carried, rocked and patted to sleep for every 
nap and every night’s sleep. Sometimes, Mommy also gave her a 
pacifier to help her soothe herself to sleep. The parents also tried 
babywearing for hours just so Marissa can sleep for longer. Mommy 
understood that newborns would not be able to sleep through the 
night yet, and that was the least of her concerns. She just wanted to 
be able to put Marissa down to sleep without the constant rocking, 
carrying and patting. She also wanted Marissa to be able to take 
longer naps instead of just 20-30 minutes each time. 

Desperate and sleep deprived, Marissa’s mommy also sought advice 
from her paediatrician. Despite her concerns she was told that 

T 
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Marissa’s sleeping patterns were normal behaviour for a baby, and 
that she should wait until Marissa was older before she tried any 
form of sleep training. Mommy was worried that she would have to 
keep rocking and patting her baby to sleep for another year, and 
despite all her efforts, her baby was still catnapping and was not well 
rested. 

My diagnosis: Marissa is accustomed to being rocked and patted to 
sleep since being brought home from the hospital. I also noticed that 
Mommy does not have any routine for her baby. While I do believe 
that with newborns, we should go with the flow more and respond to 
their hunger cues and cries, it does not mean that we can’t slowly 
establish a good feeding routine and healthy sleeping habits.  

My recommendation: I shared with Mommy that healthy sleeping 
habits can be fostered from day 1 and told her that she did not have 
to wait until her baby is 3-4 months old to start. In fact, the earlier 
you start, the better it will be for your baby; they would not be 
accumulating an excess of sleep debts over time or have too many 
sleep associations that would be hard to disassociate from.  

I told her to start implementing the EASY cycle for her newborn, so 
that Marissa can learn that once she is awake she will be given full 
feeding, be burped, changed, and then put back to sleep. I told 
Mommy that the most important thing for a newborn is to establish 
a routine, and to make sure she puts Marissa to sleep before she gets 
too overtired. I told her the schedule does not have to be rigid, but it 
helps when there is structure and predictability to any baby’s day. 
Mommy also didn’t realise that newborns can only stay awake for 45 
minutes to 1 hour, so there were occasions where Marissa catnapped 
and Mommy just kept her awake, since she didn’t want to sleep 
again. I told her by doing this it would only make things worse, 
because baby will get even more overtired, making it harder for sleep 
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to be achieved. Putting baby to sleep at the right sleep window will 
make a significant difference in getting baby to fall asleep easily. If 
Mommy misses baby’s sleep window, that can lead to baby crying 
and fussing incessantly due to overstimulation, making them unable 
to fall asleep so easily, and being incapable of staying asleep for 
longer. I also shared with Mommy the importance of pausing, like 
what French parents would instinctively do when their babies cry 
and fuss for a few minutes.  

Outcome: Armed with my advice, Mommy started establishing a 
routine for Marissa using the EASY cycle. She also did the pause, 
which worked like a charm for her baby, as all she needed to do was 
pause for about 5-10 minutes before picking baby up. Sometimes 
instead of picking up her baby, she would just pat her intermittently 
so she could be comforted. Most of the time, Mommy reported back 
that Marissa would fall asleep after crying and fussing for that short 
waiting period. She was amazed that the pause worked so well with 
her newborn! 

By day 2, Mommy said Marissa had already managed to nap for 2.5 
hours, and even asked if she should wake baby up for a feed. I told 
her that most of the time, babies would let you know when they are 
hungry by waking up crying for a feed. If they are sleeping for too 
long and past their feeding time, then it is best to wake baby up so 
that they will be getting their feeds more frequently during the day. 

By the end of the week, Mommy reported Marissa’s sleep had 
improved by leaps and bounds. She was able to self soothe on her 
own to sleep, and she was napping for longer stretches; more than 1.5 
hours each nap, instead of the usual 20-30 minutes naps she was 
previously having.  

Mom’s testimonial: I started to engage Zoe’s services for sleep 
consultation when my baby was 6.5 weeks old. Zoe came to my place, 
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quickly came to my help, and really assisted Marissa by helping me 
foster healthy sleep habits for her. Between 4.5–6.5 weeks, my baby 
was just catnapping everyday and the maximum time she slept in a 
single nap was half an hour, so she was very tired and very cranky; 
she was crying every time she woke up. So, out of desperation, I went 
to Zoe for help, and she quickly created a sleep plan for me. I am glad 
to say that now Marissa (10 weeks old) is sleeping a lot better, she 
wakes up well rested and is a much happier baby. Of course, after the 
initial consultation, I still call Zoe up regularly for follow up support. 
She is always prompt in replying and walking me through any 
anxiety and doubts that I have. 

FAITH – 4 MONTHS OLD 

The scenario: Faith’s parents contacted me because Faith was 
fighting naps and her night sleep. She would wake up every 2 hours 
just for feeding, leaving both parents extremely exhausted as they 
weren’t getting much sleep over the past few months. They tried 
swaddling her up for sleep, but somehow, she would be able to sense 
it, start to put up a struggle and then cry badly. Sometimes, they 
would have to comfort her by bringing her back to the living room. 
Faith was a light sleeper and she was not able to fall asleep on her 
own. Her dad used to carry her, rock her to sleep and let her fall 
asleep on his chest the entire time. The week before I met the family, 
I was told that even Daddy couldn’t seem to pacify her, as she would 
only calm down to sleep when Mummy carried her. She only napped 
for 20 minutes sometimes for each nap. 

My diagnosis: Faith clearly has a few sleep associations. She is used 
to being cuddled and carried to sleep, and at night she’s being nursed 
to sleep. She does not know how to make that sleep journey on her 
own; she is also being fed too frequently. Regular 2-hour feedings 
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mean that she wouldn’t have much time to have proper restorative 
naps, which should be at least 1.5 hours.  

My recommendation: I told Faith’s parents to establish a routine for 
her first. Her feeding should be ideally at intervals of 3.5-4 hours 
instead of 2 hours. They can extend this gradually by 30 minutes 
every couple of days, instead of going straight to 4 hourly feeding. I 
also mentioned that the best way to do this is at the start of the day 
when she is well rested from her good night’s sleep. Being well rested 
from a good night’s sleep would ensure that Faith would have the full 
energy to get a full feed. I recommended to Faith’s mom to offer both 
sides of her breasts to ensure baby is full and doesn’t end up 
snacking. I also advised Faith’s parents to establish a short 
predictable bedtime routine commencing around 6.30pm, and to 
feed her before bath time instead of before she sleeps. This will help 
her to disassociate feeding with sleeping as well, and then once she’s 
in her cot her parents can use the gradual retreat process. During the 
day, to maintain consistency, they can choose either the gradual 
retreat process, or they can help Faith settle into her naps in any way 
that doesn’t involve her being nursed to sleep. Once night times have 
improved then they can begin to work on settling her into her cot in 
the daytime. 

Outcome: At the start, as suggested Faith’s mom tried to reduce her 
feeding frequency but stretched her feeding time to 3 hourly instead 
of 2 hourly, which Faith was able to cope with very well. Once the 
feeding was well established, they tried to teach her the self-settling 
method. The first day she was able to nap 40 minutes in the cot after 
protesting for 1 hour. The second day, she was fighting naps badly 
and Faith’s mom was beginning to get worried. I assured her that this 
was normal as she was so used to being rocked and nursed to sleep. 
She also recalled how I told her that things would get worse before 
they get better.  
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On the third day, Mom reported that her baby is now on a 4-hourly 
feed during the day. She asked if she still needed to give her the 
middle of the night feeding. I told her if she’s confident that she’s 
well fed throughout the day then she can be expected to sleep 
through the night. Always do the pause for at least 10 minutes before 
assuming that baby’s cries are hunger cries, because it might just be 
partial arousal. By night 3, Faith was waking up twice at night instead 
of 4-5 times at night. Mom was very happy with her progress thus 
far. 

On the 4th night, she was up once at 11pm but she gave out a short 
cry and resettled herself back to sleep. She woke up close to 7am and 
Mom fed her. 

After two weeks, Faith’s naps that used to be 20 - 30 minutes short 
were lengthened to more than 1.5 hours each time. She would wake 
up after one sleep cycle, cry a little and then go back to sleep. Mom 
says that she does struggle with the late afternoon naps, and I assured 
her that it’s normal because those are the witching hours, and most 
babies struggle to nap at those hours too. I told her if she doesn’t 
want to see her protest so much at that time, she can take her out for 
a stroll, or babywear her to see if she can fall asleep at that hour. 
Otherwise, I told her mom to just give her an early bedtime at 6pm 
instead of forcing her to nap. Faith has also learnt that after the 
bedtime routine, and once she’s put into her cot, it is time for her to 
sleep. 

Mom’s Testimonial: Thanks Zoe!! You have been really patient in 
helping me in my queries and encouraging me along the way. By far, 
this is one of the best decisions my husband and I have made for our 
baby. Though the process wasn’t easy, it gets better each time. We 
have even gone away for holidays and adjusted back to her usual 
routine; it was much faster than expected. There are still times when 
her naps are not as good as I hope it will be, but the quality of her 
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naps has drastically improved from where we first started off. She’s 
more alert, engaging and happier during the times she’s up. We are 
very glad we took this course of training with the baby; it has been a 
huge relief to us as we now have much more rested sleep to take care 
and play with our baby. 

TWINS MICHAEL AND DARREN - 9 MONTHS OLD 

The scenario: 9-month-old twin boys are still not sleeping through 
the night; both babies are waking each other up. Michael finds it 
difficult to sleep for more than 2 hours and would fuss and cry to be 
picked up. Darren is a slightly better sleeper, but he would also wake 
up early at 5am crying to be fed. In addition, both babies also tend to 
fall asleep while drinking their milk. Sometimes they need to be 
rocked to sleep in their parents’ arms. Parents told me that their naps 
are better than their night’s sleep, but upon further investigation both 
babies are actually falling asleep in their helper’s arms and then being 
transferred to a big mattress in their bedroom downstairs. 

My diagnosis: The twins are both clearly overtired from repeated 
night waking and broken sleep. As both of them do not know how to 
self-settle on their own, they would get roused easily during the night 
when they get to the light sleep stages, and then they would cry so 
that they could be rocked, carried or nursed to sleep again. 
Inconsistency in the sleep environment is not helping them to 
resettle when they are awake from one of their sleep cycles. In the 
early hours, their waking was rewarded with their parents attending 
to them and getting their wee hours of the morning feed. 

My recommendation: I advised the parents to ensure their sleep 
environment is consistent. Naps and bedtime should happen in the 
same place whenever possible so that the twins know where their 
sleeping place is. Their naps need to also be in their cots where they 
sleep at night. Babies like consistency and predictability. A consistent 
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sleep environment will help them to settle in well and get them to 
start recognising the place where they can rest and get rid of their 
tired feelings.  

I also recommended that they try to synchronise the twins’ feeding 
and sleeping schedule to make life easier for them, so that they won’t 
encounter too many situations where one would feed, and the other 
would sleep. 

Once the schedule has been established, I then recommended 
Michael and Darren’s parents to do the leave and check method, as it 
would be easier to teach both of them the art of self-settling at the 
same time. Both twins can have the same bedtime routine; bath, 
bedtime stories followed by lullabies, and being put into their cots 
wide awake.  

Outcome: The first night, after their bedtime routine, Michael and 
Darren were put to their respective cots and they protested for one 
hour because they were not sure what was expected of them. They 
were tired and wanted to sleep but didn’t know they could self-settle 
on their own. It was tough for the parents to hear both their babies 
crying badly but they did go in to reassure them when their cries got 
too distressing. On night two, Michael and Darren surprised their 
parents by falling asleep in 10 minutes, and they slept through the 
night! By the first week, the twins slept through the night and 
mastered the art of self-settling so well, they truly wowed both of 
their parents. The quick and successful outcome only reinforced the 
fact that both babies were actually very tired and wanted their own 
space/cot to fall asleep on their own, but they were not given the 
opportunity to do so earlier on. 

Mom’s Testimonial: At 9 months, my twin boys were still waking up 
in the middle of the night to feed. They also had difficulty falling 
back asleep by themselves between cycles, and often woke up crying. 
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My husband and I decided to work with Zoe to see if we could try to 
help our boys to sleep better and more independently. Zoe convinced 
us to go cold turkey with our boys. The first night was tough. The 
boys were crying for an hour before settling down, it broke our 
hearts. But by the second night, both of them fell asleep within 10 
minutes, and slept through the night. It’s been a week and our twin 
boys continue to sleep through the night. They are getting better 
quality sleep and now wake up happy. 

Both my husband and I are also more rested and have the energy to 
engage with our babies the way we want to in the morning. I admit 
that I was very hesitant about sleep training, but I’m happy that we 
did our research and gave it a go. I am surprised at how quickly my 
babies adapted to the new schedule and learnt how to self-soothe. 
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ALESTER – 10 MONTHS OLD 

The scenario: Alester has not been sleeping through the night since 
he was born. His mother was at her wit’s end and decided to give me 
a try when she saw me helping another mommy who was going 
through the same problems as she was. Alester would cry and scream 
every time it came to sleep. He would cry and scream, toss and turn 
and kick in his yao lan. His parents would need to swing, pat and 
sing till he fell asleep. They would then try to do the transfer from the 
yao lan to the cot once he was asleep, but he would wake up as soon 
as his head touched the mattress. He was still waking up for milk 
every 3-4 hours at night. Alester was also given gadgets such as iPad 
and iPhone to play before bedtime. 

My diagnosis: Alester had never fallen asleep independently, 
resulting in him waking up every time he experienced partial arousal 
between sleep cycles. He needed a sleep prop like feeding, rocking 
and patting in order for him to resettle back to sleep. He also didn’t 
have a consistent sleep environment for both day and night. 

My recommendation: I told his mother to get rid of the yao lan. I 
told her doing the transfer would not work as he would wake up 
feeling insecure with the sudden change of sleep environment. 
Alester needs to fall asleep in the cot so that when he’s woken up at 
night, he will still feel safe and secure enough to allow him to 
continue his sleep. As Alester was going to bed at 10pm, I asked that 
he’d be put to bed much earlier between 7 to 8pm if possible. I also 
advised that she introduced a better bedtime routine for him; one 
that is without gadgets as that can over stimulate her baby and make 
it harder for him to fall asleep.  

Outcome: As Alester had never gone to sleep in the cot before, he 
protested quite a bit for the first night. On the first night, of course he 
cried and wailed, as he didn’t know what was expected of him. I had 
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explained to Alester’s mom that this teaching process is really 
important, and she’s got to see it through until he falls asleep on his 
own. Mom decided to do the leave and check method. She said 
Alester cried for more than 1 hour before he finally settled to sleep. 
On this night, he did wake up again twice but Mom decided to wean 
him off his night feed as well. She did the pause and he resettled back 
to sleep after 20 minutes of fussing and crying. Alester woke up the 
next morning at 6am. 

On night two, Alester took his mom by surprise by only protesting 
for 15 minutes before he fell asleep. On night 3, Alester took his 
mom’s hand and indicated he wanted to go to sleep in his own cot!  

Alester still woke up in the middle of the night, which was expected 
since he had accumulated a large amount of sleep debt over the past 
few months. When he did, Alester’s mom did the pause for at least 10 
minutes, as she understood that in order for him to learn to connect 
to the next sleep cycles, she had to give him the opportunity to do so 
himself. Prior to the sleep program, she had been picking him up 
every time he cried, thinking he may need a cuddle or a change of 
diaper, but that only resulted in a crankier baby who became too alert 
to resettle back to sleep. 

Mom’s testimonial: I happened to find Zoe on Facebook while 
reading about another baby who had sleep problems similar to mine. 
My boy was turning 10 months old and since his birth, we were not 
sleeping through the night, and were getting very stressed. We felt 
that the older he got the more difficult it became to put him to sleep, 
which was very different from what people were telling me, that 
babies’ sleep would get better as they get older. Whenever he wanted 
to sleep it was like going to war. We also tried the yao lan (hammock) 
but it didn’t work for him. Then I contacted Zoe, because we really 
needed some professional help. 
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After my session with Zoe, I now have a better understanding as to 
why my son can’t just sleep willingly and peacefully. As I begun to 
implement the tools given by Zoe, I anticipated that real war would 
be coming in order to train my son to sleep, but to my surprise, it 
took just 2 nights. By the 3rd night, my baby wanted to go into the 
room and sleep, and he slept through the night for the first time in 10 
months! 

I read as much as I could to understand my son but I realised by just 
reading it didn’t really help, as all kids are different. So, with my one 
on one session with Zoe, we really talked about my son’s problems, 
and the best ways to rectify them. Even his school’s teacher realised 
the difference and commented how he was able to pay more 
attention in class, as he used to be very cranky due to him not getting 
enough sleep. 

My conclusion is that with better sleep my son is now more cheerful. 
He smiles when he wakes up (no more crying). He is more attentive, 
and he can learn better. I wish I found Zoe earlier, but as Zoe 
mentioned I was still not too late. 

I am currently working on Alester’s daytime naps, which are more 
difficult compared to his night sleep. I have achieved what I wanted 
from when I first engaged Zoe, which was for him to sleep through 
the night. Long naps during the day are really just a bonus to me. 
Thank you, Zoe. 

JASON – 20 MONTHS OLD TODDLER 

The scenario: Jason has never been able to sleep through the night 
since he was born. He would wake up numerous times asking for 
milk. He would sleep at 9.30pm in his parents’ bed and then wake up 
between 6 to 7am. His mom told me that on a good day, he would 
wake up twice around 1am and 4am, but on a bad day, which was 
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more of the norm, he would wake up more frequently, sometimes 
every hour. Even when he napped, he would wake up at least once for 
a 1.5 – 2-hour nap. Mom reported that her toddler is used to being 
nursed to sleep. He has been breastfed since he was born and he 
always demands to be nursed to sleep when Mom is around. When 
he is awake in the middle of the night he often gets very cranky when 
Mom does not nurse him to sleep, and protests for more than an 
hour unless Mom gives in to his demands. Dad tries patting him to 
sleep when Mom is not around, but he still protests quite a lot. Once 
Mom arrives home, he rejects Dad and asks to be nursed instead. 

My diagnosis: Jason has been trained to fall asleep using Mom’s 
boobs as his sleeping props. He doesn’t know that he’s quite capable 
of falling asleep without Mom’s help. Unfortunately, he has 
accumulated quite a large amount of sleep debts over time, and as a 
result he is a very overtired and hyperactive child. He loses his 
temper quite easily and I believe that is partly attributed to the lack of 
sleep.  

My recommendation: First of all, I recommended a change of 
Jason’s sleep environment to help him towards sleeping 
independently. I suggested to Jason’s mom to get him his own cot. I 
also asked that she no longer nursed him to sleep because that’s a 
negative sleep association, as when he’s awake he now needs to be 
nursed back to sleep to connect to the next sleep cycle. I encouraged 
Jason’s mom to teach him the art of self-settling, and believe that he 
is quite capable of falling asleep without being fed. I also 
recommended an early bedtime for Jason to help him reduce his 
sleep debts.  

Outcome: The first night, Jason’s mom put him down to bed at 7pm 
after doing his bedtime routine. As expected, Jason protested for 
more than 1 hour and cried intermittently before he fell asleep. It was 
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tough for Mom to hear his protests, but I assured her that this was 
normal. With toddlers, sometimes it can be harder as they are more 
persistent and will express their displeasure about the new change in 
routine. The second night, he fell asleep after 20 minutes of protest 
and only woke up once after sleeping for 6 hours, and then resettled 
back to sleep. Mom was very encouraged with the shorter time of 
protest and reduced awakening. However, on the third night, Jason 
woke up again every few hours crying. She was wondering if this was 
normal regression. I told her yes, because it was still early days and 
Jason was still an overtired child. Once he learned to fall asleep 
independently, he would be able to continue to stay asleep without 
much awakening or crying in the middle of the night. After a few 
weeks, Jason indeed learned the independent sleep technique; he was 
sleeping through the night and was waking up happy and well rested! 

Mom’s Testimonial: Ever since my son was born, I had never had a 
good night’s rest. Jason never once slept through the night, as I had 
been breastfeeding him to sleep since the beginning. He was used to 
frequent night waking (sometimes every hour) and latching to sleep 
again. This took a toll on my health over time and I decided, when 
my son was 20 months old, that we needed help for both of us to 
sleep better at night. 

After much research, I found Zoe, and engaging her help was one of 
the best decisions I have made. Within a night, my son was weaned 
of his night feeds. He was also able to sleep in his own bed, in his own 
room instead of co-sleeping with me. Although we saw some success 
in the first couple of nights, sleep training a stubborn toddler proved 
to be tougher than I had imagined. The subsequent nights that 
followed were hell as there were times when my son went through 
sleep regression. It took a lot of determination from my husband and 
I to persist with the plan, and I broke down several times in the 
process. However, Zoe was very encouraging and assuring, and most 
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importantly, she was there to answer my questions, address my fears 
and comfort me at all those times when I needed it. This was what 
the sleep training books, and all the information online could not 
provide at the critical times. 

More than two months on, my son has been sleeping though the 
night consistently on most nights and finally, we are all able to get 
the good night’s rest that we deserve. My son’s teachers have also 
noticed that he has been making marked improvements in his 
learning in the past two months! I attributed it to having sufficient 
sleep that led to better concentration in the day. My most heartfelt 
thanks to Zoe for making this possible when this had been 
unthinkable just a couple of months back. I highly recommend Zoe 
to parents who need help in sleep training their children! 
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KEY SLEEP TIPS 

1. You can foster healthy sleep habits from day 1. You don’t 
have to wait till baby is older. 

2. Try to put baby down to sleep before they get overtired. 
Observe their sleepy cues or watch the clock; different awake 
time for different ages. Refer to Table 1 in this section for the 
wake time length. 

3. Babies need to learn to fall asleep independently without any 
sleep external props. This may include but not limited to 
pacifier, nursing, cuddling, patting or rocking. If your baby 
requires a sleep prop, this would be the reason why they are 
waking up multiple times at night because they rely on the 
sleep prop to fall back to sleep when they wake up between 
sleep cycles. 

4. Teaching your child to self-settle is the best skill you can let 
your baby learn. Encouraging your baby to learn to fall asleep 
independently is one of the most helpful things you can do to 
prevent or resolve settling and waking problems. 

5. Put your baby down in the cot awake rather than asleep. Do 
not do the transfer from one place to another. Most parents 
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made the mistake of letting baby fall asleep in their arms and 
then they would transfer baby to the cot. This will actually 
cause baby to wake up, as baby would be alarmed with the 
change in their sleep environment. 

6. If your baby wakes during the night, give him the opportunity 
to resettle himself. Do the pause. Wait at least 10 minutes or 
more before you respond to his calls. Most French babies 
sleep through the night by 2 months old because French 
parents always pause and observe their babies before they 
rush in to soothe the babies immediately. 

7. Have minimal interaction during the night if you are feeding 
your baby in the middle of the night. Feed and only change 
nappy if necessary and place him back in the cot after feed. 

8. Introduce a comforter or a toy which will help your child 
associate it as his sleeping toy/buddy. Always place the toy 
next to him when you put the baby down in the cot. Leave 
this toy in the cot so your child will look forward to it when 
it’s sleeping time. 

9. Establish a regular bedtime routine to cue the baby that 
nighttime sleep is near. Early bedtime helps reduce your child 
sleep debts and to get your baby to bed before she becomes 
overtired and miserable. 

10. Bedtime routine should last between 20 – 30 minutes. This 
may include bath, pajamas, story time and lullabies. If you 
want to include feed as part of bedtime routine, try to feed 
after bath and pajamas, and then a quick story time so that 
baby would not associate feeding with sleeping. 

11. Try to be consistent with naps as well. If you want to see 
quicker results, then be consistent in teaching your baby to 
self-settle for both naps and bedtime. Naps are 
understandably harder to teach because during the day, the 
body does not produce melatonin to help baby fall asleep 
easily but with time and consistency, your baby will soon 
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learn to appreciate naps as well. Don’t let anyone tell you that 
keeping your baby awake during the day will make him sleep 
longer and better at night. That’s a myth! Sleep promotes 
sleep! 

12. Allow your baby to cry to communicate to you! If you try to 
stop every cry you will never understand why your baby is 
crying in the first place. We must always respond to hunger 
and discomfort cries. However, protest and overtired cries are 
something we have to cope with initially when changing a 
routine that your overtired baby is so used to.  

13. You can definitely be assured that your baby is able to sleep 
through the night without waking up for the middle of the 
night feeds once your baby is 6 months old, feeding well 
throughout the day and is gaining weight well. You can then 
begin to wean him off those middle of the night feeds. 

14. Consistency is the key! When changing any routine or habit, 
without any consistency, your child will be confused. You 
need to send a clear message what is expected of your child 
when you put her down in the cot. If one day you let her fall 
asleep on her own and then the next day you decide to nurse 
her to sleep, then your child will not know what is expected of 
her. The protest will be doubly long subsequently as well 
because she would much rather be nursed to sleep than learn 
to fall asleep on her own. 

SLEEP LOG 

Sleep log or sleep journal allows you to keep track of your baby’s 
daily routine to understand your baby’s sleep pattern and feeding 
pattern. It’s important to keep a sleep log to allow you to monitor 
that your baby is getting the right amount of sleep. 

The components of a sleep log include: 
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 Wake up time 
 Feeding time 
 What time you put down for naps 
 What time baby fell asleep and how long the nap lasted (Did 

baby wake up happy or crying?) 
 Bedtime put down or asleep time 

This Is How My 6 Months Old Baby Sleep Log Looks Like 

7:00am – Wake up happy not crying 

7:15am – Nurse baby 

7:45am – Solids – gave her avocadoes 

9:00am – Put baby back to the cot 

9:30am – Nap 1 

10:45am – Wake up happy. Nurse baby 

12:30pm – Put baby back to the cot 

12:45pm – Nap 2 

2:30pm – Wake up happy. Nurse baby 

4:00pm – Put baby back to the cot 

4:25pm – Nap 3 

5:00pm – Wake up 

6:00pm – Solids 

6:30pm – Bedtime routine 
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6:45pm – Nurse baby 

7:00pm – Into the cot wide awake 

7:30pm – Sleep 

Table 1: How long should baby be awake? 

Age Estimated Wake Time 

New-born (0-2 months) 
45 minutes – 60 

minutes 

3 months 1 – 1.25 hours 

4 – 5 months 1.25 – 1.75 hours 

6 months 1.5 – 2 hours 

7 – 9 months 2 – 2.5 hours 

10 – 12 months 2.5 – 3.5 hours 

12 – 18 months (2 naps) 3 – 4 hours 

18 – 24 months (1 nap in the 
afternoon) 

5 – 6 hours 

2 – 5 years (1 nap in the 
afternoon) 

5 – 7 hours 
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SAMPLE ROUTINES 

This sample routine is merely a guideline: 

 To guide you on how many feeds roughly or the feeding 
frequency your baby should be having as they grow.  

 To be able to watch the clock (if you can’t catch your baby’s 
sleeping cues) on how long your baby should roughly be 
awake at any given age. 

 I am not recommending that you stick to a rigid routine 
where you need to make sure baby gets up at 7am to start the 
day. I believe you have to go with the flow sometimes and if 
your baby wants to get up at 6:30am to start the day, then you 
might just have to go along with it. 

 Assume 1.5 to 2.5 hours naps for the first and second nap 
(conservative wake-times). 

3 Hourly (0-8 Weeks Old) 

Sample 1 (8 Feeds Per Day) 

6.30am  Feed (bed by 7.15/7.30am) 

9.30am  Feed (bed by 10:15/10:30am) 

12:30pm  Feed (bed by 1:15/1:30pm) 

3:30pm  Feed (bed by 4:15/4:30pm) 

6:30pm Feed (bed by 7:15/7:30pm) 

9.30pm  Feed (bed ASAP – you will be waking them again 
soon) 

11:30pm  ‘Late’ Feed (bed ASAP) 
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3:30am  Baby cries for feed (bed ASAP) 

Sample 2 (7 Feeds Per Day) 

7:00am  Feed (bed by 7:45/8:00am) 

10:00am  Feed (bed by 10:45/11:00am) 

1:00pm  Feed (bed by 1:45/2:00pm) 

4:00pm  Feed (bed by 4:45/5:00pm) 

7:00pm  Feed (bed by 7:45/8:00pm) 

10:00pm  'Late' Feed (bed ASAP) 

2:30am  Baby cries for feed (bed ASAP) 

3 1/2 Hourly (8-12 Weeks Old) 

6 Feeds/Day; Sleeping 8 Hours Overnight  

7:00am  Feed (bed by 8:00am) 

10:30am  Feed (bed by 11:30am) 

2:00pm  Feed (bed by 3:00pm) 

5:30pm  Feed (bed by 6:30pm) 

9:00pm  Feed (bed ASAP – you will be waking them again 
soon) 

12:00am  Baby cries for feed (bed ASAP) 

4 Hourly (12 Weeks +) 
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Around 12 Weeks: 5 Feeds/Day: Sleeping 8 Hours Overnight: Start 
To Increase Wake Time To 1.5hours 

7:00am  Feed (bed by 8:30am) 

11:00am  Feed (bed by 12:30pm) 

3:00pm  Feed (bed by 4:30pm) 

7:00pm  Feed (bed by 8:30pm) 

11:00pm  Baby cries for feed (bed ASAP) 

Around 12-15 Weeks; Back Up Evening Feed And Sleeping 10 
Hours Overnight 

7:00am  Feed (bed by 8:30am) 

11:00am  Feed (bed by 12:30pm) 

3:00pm  Feed (bed by 4:30pm) 

7:00pm  Feed (bed ASAP) 

10:00pm  Baby may wake up for feed (bed ASAP) 

Approximately 16-20 Weeks. Drop Late Feed & Sleeping 12 Hours 
Overnight 

7:00am  Feed (bed by 8:30am) 

11:00am  Feed (bed by 12:30pm) 

3:00pm  Feed (bed by 4:30pm) 

7:00pm  Feed (bed by 8:30pm initially, later back bedtime up to 
8:00pm or earlier) 
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Approximately 5 To 6 Months (Start To Increase Wake Time To 
1.45 hours) 

7:00am  Feed (bed by 8:45am) 

11:00am  Feed (bed by 12:45pm) 

3:00pm  Feed (bed by 4:45pm) 

7:00pm  Feed (bed by 8:00pm or earlier) 

Approximately 6 Months (Wake Time Of 2 Hours) 

7:00am  Feed (bed by 9:00am) 

11:00am  Feed (bed by 1:00pm) 

3:00pm  Feed (bed by 5:00pm) 

7:00pm  Feed (bed by 8:00pm or earlier) 

4 Hourly (Approximately 6-9 Months) 

Approximately 6-9 Months 

*Introduce solids, slowly begin to line meal times up with family 
(by 12 months) 

7:00am  Breast/bottle (bed by 9:00am) + Breakfast 

11:00am  Wake and play 

12:00pm  Breast/bottle (bed by 1:00pm) + Lunch 

3:00pm Wake and play 

4:00pm Breast/bottle (bed by 5:00pm, for catnap) + Dinner 
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6:00pm  Breast/bottle (bed by 8:00pm or earlier) 

After 6 – 9 Months, Drop Late Afternoon or Early Evening Nap 

7:00am  Breast/bottle (bed by 9:00am) + Breakfast 

11:00am  Wake and play 

12:00pm  Breast/bottle (bed by 1:00pm) + Lunch 

3:00pm Wake and play (possibly offer snack) 

5:00pm Breast/bottle + Dinner 

7:00pm  Breast/bottle (bed by 7:30pm or earlier) 

Approximately 10 - 15 Months 

7:00am  Breakfast 

9:45am Begin first nap  

11:30am Lunch 

2:15pm Begin second nap 

4:00pm Snack 

6:00pm  Dinner 

7:00pm Bedtime 

Approximately 16 – 20 Months, Start to Drop Morning Nap, Then 
Work Towards Later Dinner 

7:00am  Breakfast 
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9:30am  Morning tea 

11:30am  Lunch (bed by 12:00pm) 

3:00/4:00pm Wake and play (possibly offer snack) 

6:00pm Dinner 

7:00pm  Bedtime 

After Morning Nap Dropped 

7:00am  Breakfast 

10:00am  Morning tea 

12:00pm  Lunch (bed by 1:00pm) 

4:00pm Wake and play (possibly offer snack) 

6:00pm Dinner 

7:00pm  Bedtime 
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